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Co-directed by: Professors John C. Carey, Geert

memory

(short term verbal

Vries, and Linda Vincent

functions and related problems with

The influence of trauma on neuroendocrine
declarative

De

memory) has been documented

in several studies

focused on adult survivors of trauma. However, the impact of trauma on neuroendocrine

and cognitive development of children and adolescents has not yet been explored.
Declarative

memory

symptoms were examined

functioning, Cortisol reactivity and psychological

in nineteen adolescent female survivors (nine depressed

and

compared to eleven
ten non-depressed) of emotional, physical, and sexual abuse and
non-abused controls. Salivary

Cortisol

measurements

assessment after an emotionally challenging

later)

were used

to assess Cortisol reactivity.

Cortisol reactivity

task,

The

(initial

baseline assessment,

followed by second baseline one week

relationship

between patterns of

assessed by
and declarative memory functioning was examined, as

Learning Tests. Similarly, the
scores on selected subtests of the California Verbal

relationship

between patterns of Cortisol

reported on the

Trauma Symptom

reactivity

and psychological symptoms, as

Checklist for Children,

was

also assessed. Results

challenging
patterns of Cortisol reactivity during a
indicated the presence of different
vi

task for the girl survivors of chronic trauma (depressed and non-depressed) as compared
to controls.

The abused

girls

most frequently exhibited increased

the initial baseline to the subsequent

Cortisol release

measurement times, whereas

generally decreased in the control group. Furthermore, in

girl

Cortisol levels

survivors of chronic

trauma, the larger increases in Cortisol release were related to lower declarative
scores and to

more symptoms of dissociation,

of a link between exposure to trauma, adrenocortical

memory

memory

depression, posttraumatic stress, anger,

and anxiety. Although the subject sample was small, the

declarative

from

results supported the existence

reactivity,

and

functioning. Similar results have been widely

to a lesser extent,

documented

in adults

with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.

These findings have implications

in terms

of understanding of neurobiological

development of trauma survivors. Indeed, neurohormonal

alterations (changes in

Cortisol reactivity) influence response to stress, emotional regulation,

and behavioral

adjustment. Therefore, understanding of the relationship of Cortisol reactivity with

cognitive and emotional

symptoms

identification of at-risk individuals

lasting deficits in emotional

in

young trauma survivors

and

will

will help in preventing the

and behavioral functioning.

vii

enhance the

development of long
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Although there has been an increasing recognition and understanding of the

symptomatology associated with child and adolescent abuse and neglect
Pelcovitz,

& LaBruna,

1999) in the

of Mental Disorders (4th Edition;

last

(e.g.

Kaplan,

decades, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual

DSM-IV) does

not have descriptive categories for

trauma-related syndromes observed in children and adolescents according to

developmental stages (Perry, Pollard. Blakley, Baker,

& Vigilante,

1995).

More

research seems to be needed.

This research

and

is

an attempt to understand

if

traumatic experiences in childhood

with normal development, particularly with some aspects of

in adolescence interfere

physiological and cognitive development. Specifically, this study

is

focused on

assessing the influence of early trauma on neuroendocrine functions (increase or

decrease in Cortisol release) and related problems in declarative memory.

Declarative

hippocampus

memory

to

adults,

shows

hippocampal neurons and

in circulation of Cortisol (Magarinos,

& McEwen,

memory,

as defined in details below. Considerable

from studies on animals and

damages

or short term verbal

is

mediated by the

amount of evidence, derived

that exposure to

trauma

to deficits in declarative

McEwen, Flugge

is

associated with

memory due

& Fuchs,

& Giller,

1993). Cortisol

is

changes

1996; Wooley, Gould,

Gerber, Geni,
1990; Yehuda, Keefe, Harvey, Levengood,

Yehuda, Resnick, Kahana,

to

&

Siever, 1995;

a stress-related hormone, which

is

released within the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical

(HP A)

axis during

traumatic events as described below.

Research findings have documented cognitive

and poor academic

deficits

achievement in the area of mathematics and language, expressive and receptive,
abused children and adolescents (Fox, Long

& Cicchetti,

1989;

McFayden

& Kitson,

& Anglois,

in

1988; Coster, Gersten, Beeghly,

1996). However, a careful literature review

indicated that there are no studies that investigate the impact of trauma on the

development of neuroendocrine regulation and memory patterns

in

childhood and in

adolescence.

Definition of Declarative

The term

declarative

of memory functioning that

memory
is

Memory

(or short term verbal

memory)

concerned with "explicit" information. The term

"explicit" refers to a process of conscious reflection, such as

memory

for a list

refers to an aspect

memory

for an event or

of words. In contrast, non-declarative or "implicit" memory involves

unaware representations of motor, perceptual, and cognitive

skills as

well as priming,

simple classical conditioning, and non-associative learning that are not dependent on

conscious awareness.

bicycle.

A classical example of "implicit"

memory

is

learning to ride a

The process implies making automatic adjustments with our body which

involve procedural motor learning of which

acquired information

learning a

list

process and

is

is

we

are not necessarily aware. Thus, the

expressed through performance (Carlson, 1998). Differently,

of words over consecutive
a declarative or "explicit"

trials

implies a conscious recollection of the

memory
2

task.

This distinction was originally proposed by Squire and
conceptualize

1995). This

memory

functions (Squire, 1987; Squire

model assumes

that the

is

widely used to

& Zola-Morgan,

1991; Squire,

hippocampus and interconnected neural regions

mediates declarative memory, and classical neuroanatomical studies support
In the famous case of H.M., bilateral resection of the medial temporal lobes

hippocampus and adjacent

memory measured with
(Scolville

& Milner,

Implicit

structures)

was associated with severe

free verbal recall but not in

deficits in explicit

aspects of implicit

memory

includes the acquisition of habits and skills that are mediated

by the striatum, priming by the neocortex, simple
responses by the amygdala

declarative

(i.e.,

1957).

memory

associative learning

many

this theory.

,

classical conditioning

simple classical conditioning by the cerebellum, and non-

by reflex pathways (Kesner, 2000.) In

memory and

of emotional

memory

short-term verbal

this study, the

will be used as

term

synonymous.

Rationale

Methodologically, this research

syndromes according
from

to

is

an attempt

an integrated approach that

to conceptualize trauma-related

tries to

take into consideration data

neuropsychology,
different disciplines including developmental psychology,

Findings from studies
neurophysiology studies, and child/adolescent psychopathology.

of the

critical interactive

experiences that influence the development of socioemotional

and neurobiological functions are thought

to provide a

much more comprehensive

In addition, an integrated
conceptualization of trauma during young age (Schore, 1994).

biopsychosocial model

may

consequences.
lead to a better understanding of the causes,

Magnus,
treatment, and prevention of trauma (Ito, Teicher, Glod, Harper,

& Gelbard,

1993).

traumatic experiences
This study specifically address the issue of the impact of

on

the

memory, and
development of a specific cognitive function, short-term verbal

neuroendocrine regulation (Cortisol reactivity)

of trauma. Short-

Krystal,
primarily mediated by the hippocampus (e.g. Bremner,

term verbal

memory

Southwick,

& Chamey,

is

in adolescent victims

hippocampal
1995) and thus, can be considered an "assay" for

functioning.

As mentioned,

of the
several studies have focused on the alterations

trauma.
reactivity to stress in adult victims of

changes

1) there are

at the initial

HP A

axis

The current hypothetical assumptions

are

in Cortisol
time of the traumatic event, such as increase

release following the detection by the

amygdala of the extreme danger (Yehuda

taking place
al.,1993), 2) there are changes

when

et

traumatic events continue in time,

glucocorticoid receptors exerting an inhibitory
of
activation
continued
specifically

and the
the hippocampus, the hypothalamus,
over
mechanism
feed-back
negative
pituitary glands in order to

release of

Cortisol (e.g.,

permanent

and prevent prolonged
modulate subsequent hormone release

Dunn

et al.,

1984;

Brown

et al.

of trauma, across different ages,
changes. In the long term, victims

levels than controls
higher or lower baseline Cortisol

(Yehuda

1999), and 3) there are probably

et al.,

1990; Yehuda

Kling, Tnckett, & Putnam,

and declarative

memory

et al.,1993;

1993).

It is

De

Bellis,

hoped

when

show

facing stressful events

Chrousos, Dorn, Burke, Helmers,

that the

assessment of Cortisol reactivity

the
victims of trauma will clarify
functioning in adolescent

4

long-term impact of trauma exposure on some aspects of neuroendocrine and cognitive

development.

Objectives

Neuroendocrine chemges and declarative memory
only in adult survivors of trauma, but also in adults with

Gushing' s Syndrome, and
(see Chapter

II),

The

in subjects

exposed

mood

have been found not

disorders, patients with

exogenous corticosteroids treatment

reversibility (dendritic atrophy of the

irreversibility (neuronal death within the

memory

to

deficits

hippocampus) versus the

hippocampus) of the

with declarative

deficits

has not yet been clearly established in these diagnostic groups (Brown

et al.

1999). Current research has focused on laboratory animals and adults. However, to

knowledge, Cortisol reactivity and declarative memory functioning
depressed adolescents has not been explored. Thus,

how psychopathology
reactivity

it

in a

abused and

seems important

(depression versus non-depression)

and declarative memory functioning

in

may

my

to try to

influence

young population.

examine

HPA axis

Specifically, the

aims of this research are the following:
to identify intraindividual patterns

stressful situation

of Cortisol reactivity vis-a-vis a

among depressed

versus non-depressed girls

who

are

survivors of chronic trauma in comparison to controls;

to

examine

declarative

girls

who

the relationship

memory

between patterns of Cortisol

ftinctioning

among depressed

are survivors of chronic trauma and

5

reactivity

and

versus non-depressed

compare them

to controls;

to understand

whether

girls

who

are survivors of chronic

trauma

(depressed and non-depressed) have an impairment in declarative

memory

as demonstrated in adult populations;

to understand

how

different psychopathology (depression versus non-

depression) has an impact on declarative

who
to

memory

functioning in girls

are survivors of chronic trauma;

examine the relationship between

problems

in depressed

Cortisol reactivity

and non-depressed

girls

who

and behavioral

are survivors of

chronic trauma.

Hypotheses

To

address the above mentioned issues and objectives the following hypotheses

are put forth:

Hypothesis #1

Cortisol reactivity during a stressful event will differ between

:

depressed, non-depressed

will be tested

girl

survivors of chronic trauma and controls. This hypothesis

by comparing mean

Cortisol levels, assessed over three different times

(two baselines and one assessment after a stressful
analysis of variance

(ANOVA)

will

task),

among

compare differences among the means of the

groups. In addition, repeated measures analysis of variance

computed

to determine if a pattern

of change

An

the three groups.

three

(RMANOVA) will be

in Cortisol levels exist in

group means over

time.

Hypothesis #2: Cortisol changes vis-a-vis a

related to declarative

memory

stressftil

event will be inversely

functioning (lower level of Cortisol reactivity will be

6

associated with higher pcrlormancc on declarative

hypothesis will be tested by dividing the subjects

stable levels of Cortisol)

memory

in

task

groups (increasing, decreasing and

and using a Spearman's rho correlation

rehilionship between scores on the

memory

and vice versa). This

to

understand the

task and changes in levels of Cortisol over

time.

I

trauma

lypothesis

clilTer in

to controls.

Depressed versus non-depressed

//3:

declarative

memory

llinctioning

girl

survivors of chronic

among themselves and

in

This hypothesis will be tested by using an analysis oF variance

scores on the

memory

test

of depressed, non-depressed

girl

comparison

to

compare

survivors of chronic trauma

and control subjects.
Hypothesis #4: Cortisol reactivity during a
higher expressed symptomatology

chronic trauma.

be associated with

among depressed and non-depressed

his hypothesis will be tested

I

stressful task will

girl

survivors of

by using a Spearman's rho correlation

analysis to examine the relationship of scores on a trauma

symptom inventory

to

patterns of change of Cortisol (increase, decrease or stable pattern) over the three times

of measurements.

Significance of the Study

This study

is

an attempt

to

show whether

adolescence provoke a similar deficit

demonstrated

Galina,

&

in

in short-term verbal

adults (Sapolsky, Uno, Kebert,

Allain, 1991

;

traumatic events in childhood and in

&

memory

it

has been

Finch, 1990; Sutker, Winstead,

Uno, Lohmillcr, Thieme, Kcmnit/. Fngle

7

as

&

Roccker, 1990;

Wooley, Gould,
relationship

& McEwen,

1990).

between exposure

The research

also tries to understand the

to traumatic experiences

reactivity. Specifically, the study attempts to clarify

and long-term adrenocortical

whether changes

in

psychoendocrine regulation have a long lasting effect on neuropsychological
fiinctioning, specifically

on short term verbal memory

as

it

has been

shown

in studies

with adult survivors of trauma (Yehuda, Keefe, Harvey, Levengood, Gerber, Geni,
Siever, 1995; Wolkowitz, Reus, Weingartner,

Thompson,

Breier, Doran,

Rubinow,

&
&

Pickar, 1990).

The

findings of this research could have important implications in terms of

educational interventions and treatment planning for young survivors of trauma.

Firstly, if

a deficit in short term verbal

memory

will

be identified educational strategies

could be elaborated including compensatory strategies to

facilitate the learning

process

of survivors of trauma in the academic environment. Secondly, information about
neuroendocrine dysregulation

make

in

young survivors of trauma could be used

in order to

decision about psychopharmacological and clinical interventions (McKinney,

Antoni, Kumar, Tims,

& McCabe,

1997; Sapse, 1997).

Theoretically, the findings could have important implications in determining

whether mechanisms of neuronal

plasticity appear to take place along

may
neurodevelopmental processes and buffer the impact of the trauma. These findings
experiences.
pave the way for research on age-related resilience vis-a-vis traumatic

8

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This study

is

based on a ncurodcvclopmcntal conccptuali/ation of child and

adolescent trauma, specifically on the concept oUritical or sensitive periods, which
at the

base of the process of neurogenesis.

Two primary

adaptive responses vis-^-vis the

trauma, the hyperarousal and the dissociative continuum, are presented.
the

mechanism

at the

impact on declarative
evidence

is

A

description of

base of Cortisol release, hippocampus structural changes, and

memory

follows.

for Cortisol dysregulation

The

of this

literature

review presents

and declarative memory

deficit in

mood

exogenous corticosteroid treatment, and

in

last part

disorders, in

Cushing's Syndrome.

Neurodevelopmcntal Conceptualization of Childhood Trauma
Brain Development: Critical or Sensitive Periods and

Use-Dependent Neuronal Changes

Trauma,

like other experiences, is

processed by the

human

brain (Perry et

al.,

1995). Thus, to understand trauma-related neuropsychiatric syndromes in childhood and

in

adolescence

it is

important to understand the process that underlies brain

development and how the brain responds

The

to traumatic experiences.

brain develops in a sequential and hierarchical fashion from brain stem to

cortex in a predictable

accepted that

this

of development

is

way

(Perry

et al.,

1995). In neurobiological sciences

process unfolds through discrete stages. In

fact,

it is

widely

the sequential process

not continuous and linear, but rather reflects the effects of the steps of

neural maturation that bring about the transition from one stage to the next (Plooij

9

&

Van de

Rijt-Plooij, 1989).

change

at the

For example,

end of the

first

year of

life

a metabolic

apex of the limbic system enables the maturation of a specific

essential to socioemotional

first

cortical area

development (Schore,1994).

The majority of individual
end of the

at the

cell

growth and specialization has not occurred

at the

year (Lecours, 1982). Over the three years following birth, the process of

neuronal migration, axo-dendritic projection, myelinization, synaptogenesis, and

neurochemical differentiation continue to take place (Perry,

Every sensory signal

initiates a

cytoarchitecture, and finally the brain

This process creates an internal representation of the external world, and

based on the pattern, the intensity, and the frequency of neuronal
sensing, processing, and storing signals (Perry et

is

as important in

et al.,

1994).

cascade of cellular and molecular processes

which influences the neuronal neurochemistry,
structure.

& Pate,

al.,

1995).

activity

it is

produced by

The timing of these

signals

neurodevelopment as the quality of the neurochemical signals (Perry

1994). For example, the timing and the quality of touch in early infancy have an

impact on neuronal development of limbic structures that mediate affect regulation and
attachment behavior during the

first

two years of life (Perry

et al. 1995).

During the process of brain development, the time when a
influence the differentiation of neurons

is

set

of signals can

generally called critical or sensitive period.

fully functional
This concept implies that different areas organize, develop, and become

at different

regulates
times during childhood. For example, the brainstem area, which

infant to survive, yet
cardiovascular and respiratory functions, needs to be intact for the

cortical areas responsible for abstract cognition,

as

fiilly

flmctional (Perry et

al.,

1995).

10

have years before they will be needed

The concept

oi'

criticul or sensitive periods

in iiiology (Sclu)re, 1^)94

constructs

).

At the end

one

is

ol llie last century Dareste,

1921 Slockard, loriuulatcd the principle as rollows:

".

priKCcd

at

developmental processes

p.

I

I)."

in dilTerent areas

During these periods of intensified

subject to environmental conditions, and

permanent change ordcvclo|->mcnl
i>rgan, or

is

grt)vvth

if

Two

their

maturing organism

dilTerent rates (in Schore, 1004,

intlividual critical periotl

stiklics

show

is at

(

1

is

)

Ihc base of

contemporary
of dilTerent areas

rate (Rabinowic/., 1070).

during crilieal or sensitive periods,

to these experiences. This

experiences and the neurotrophic cues related

each

which they
critical

these areas presents,

t^f

at

dilTerent limes,

"windows

T hat
are most sensitive to a traumatic experience.

period (Perry

of

sensitive \o conditions of the

thai individual layers

cmn developmental

corollaries neetl to be ciinsidcrcd:

it

to t)rgani/ing

susceptible
each area of the central nervous system (C'NS) becomes more

that

is

Ihoiight to occur (ScIumc, 1004). I'ach developing

external environment (Arey, 10()2). This concept

each cerebral lobe have

in the

.

in

these are outside the normal range, a

accelerated growth aiul diriercntiation, during which

in

.

and

and dilTcrentiation, the organism

even parts of an organ, passes through an

neurobiology, and ncuroanalomical

most enduring

ol'llie

et al., lOO.S); (2) "specific critical

i>r

process implies

vulnerability," during

window

in

time

is

the

conditions or stinnili are

development only during that period
necessary tor development and can inllucnce

(Rr/urumlu
During

Killackey, I0S2)."

critical periods,

major abnormalities and

deficits

can be caused by lack

patterns of neuronal activation as
of sensory experiences or by atypical

duritig traumatic circumstances.

I

it

can happen

orcxtreme sensory
he neurodevelopmcntal impact
11

deprivation

is

well documented in several animals studies. For example, research on the

disruption of visual stimuli

(Coleman

& Riesen,

1968) shows that a

critical

period exists

during which specific sensory experiences are necessary to reach the optimal
organization and development of the part of the brain mediating the specific function.

Research on early childhood indicates that atypical patterns of neuronal activity or lack
of a specific sensory experience during sensitive periods can also compromise brain

mediated functions such as attachment, empathy, and

The Child's Response
Children

when

to Threat:

Primary Adaptive Response Patterns

at different stage

of development present different response patterns

Two

facing an overwhelming threat.

identified: the hyperarousal (defense

(freeze

affect regulation (Perry, 1995).

major neuronal adaptive responses have been

— fight or flight) and the dissociative continuum

and surrender response). Each of these responses

activates a unique combination

of neural systems and neurochemical reactions that will be described below.

The Hyperarousal Continuum
Under

threat, the

human body

initiates

an alarm reaction. Several interactive

processes are activated, including the centrally controlled peripheral autonomic nervous

system, the

immune

system, and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis

(Southwick, Krystal, Johnson

endogenous,

serotonin,

& Chamey,

(HP A)

1995). Intense stress provokes the release of

stress responsive neurotransmitters,

such as the catecholamines as well as

endogenous opioids, and hormones such

as Cortisol and other

hormones

body, through these
including vasopressin and oxytocin (Van der Kolk, 1996). The
12

may be

changes, gets ready for defense, which

to fight or to flee

from the perceived

threat.

During the

first

stage of the alarm reaction, the aversive stimulus

the amygdala, via a direct

is

detected by

pathway from the thalamus, or via a pathway from the

thalamus to the cortex and then

amygdala path

is

to the

amygdala (Le Doux, 1996). The

direct thalamo-

a shorter and faster transmission route but does not benefit from

cortical processing.

The amygdala, via

the hypothalamus and the periaqueductal gray,

projects into the ventrolateral medulla of the brain stem. This

is

one of the most

prominent autonomic regulatory regions which controls the cardiovascular, respiratory,

pupillary,

and somatomotor functions

that characterize the alarm reaction (Heimer,

1994).
activity of the sympathetic
In the presence of danger, the immediate increase in

nervous system results in increased heart

rate,

blood pressure, respiration, release of

mediated by the amygdala that
glucose, increase in muscle tone, and central changes
noncritical information (Perry
cause hypervigilance and tuning out of all

One of the

structures influenced

by the amygdala-mediated-arousal

the caudal pons (Veith
coeruleus (LC), located in the central gray of

The

LC

is

all

major brain regions,

activity (Perry et
general regulator of noradrenergic

virtually all

al.,

1995).

it

is

the locus

& Murburg

response to threat.
the key mediator of the "fight or flight"

diverse axonal projections to virtually

et al., 1995).

,

1994),

By sending

plays the role of

The LC innervates

neocortex, hypothalamus,
major brain regions such as the brain stem,

hippocampus (Murburg, Asleigh,
cerebellum, spinal cord, amygdala, and

13

Hommer &

Veith, 1994). In addition, the

LC

the sympathetic nervous system

The
involves

via the nucleus paragigantocellularis (PGi) controls

(SNS) (Veith

increase of activity of the

tlie

activation of the

LC

&

Murburg

during the

1994).

,

initial

stages of the alai-ni reaction

HPA. The hypothalamus, once

activated by the

catecholamines system, produces corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH), which
turn stimulates the release of adrenocorticotrophin

hormone (ACTH) from

and Cortisol from the adrenals (Yehuda, Resnick, Kahana

&

The IPA Axis
1

the

it

to

be the major target of adrenal hormones

A

multitude of animal and

human

Sapolsky, 1991, Liu, Diorio, Tannenbaum, Caldji,

&

Meaney, 1997) have indicated

modulating the

1999).

Giller, 1993).

contains the highest concentration of corticosteroid binding sites in the brain

(Wolkowitz, 1990).

Plotsky,

the pituitary

Hippocampus

The hippocampus has been reported
because

&

in

HPA axis exerting

that the

hippocampus plays a major

it

tlie

has been shown

stimulation of the

in

role in

et al.,

CAl

region

animal studies (inhibitory effect)

1984).

Several studies have focused on alterations in

experienced uncontrollable

stress.

mediated by the hippocampus

and humans

Freedman, Sharma, Pearson,

dentate and subiculum seems to increase

corticosteroids release (positive effect), whereas

(Dunn&Orr,

l-rancis,

&

both positive and inhibitory effects (Browii

The stimulation of the CA3 region

decreases corticosterone levels as

studies (e.g., Jacobson

(e.g.

is

MPA axis

function in subjects that

Loss of the normal glucocorticoids feedback

associated with chronic stress paradigms in imimals

Liberzon, Krstov, Young, 1997; l-eldnum

14

& Conforti,

1976).
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j.'cnctiil, tlu-

increase in Cortisol level
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Different studies have

shown

similar defeat patterns in animals

the "surrender" responses (Miczek, 1990).

The

which have been

dissociative response implies a

disengagement from stimuli of the external world and attending
internal world. Different levels

called

to stimuli

from the

of dissociation can include daydreaming, fantasy,

depersonalization, and fugue state (Putnam, 1991, Terr, 1991).

As

CNS

and

in the hyperarousal sensitized flight or frght response, dissociation involves

ANS

activation mediated by the brain stem with an increase in circulating

epinephrine and stress steroid (Glavin, 1985; Henry, Stephens
dissociative states there

ventral tegmental area

Keefe, DiFrischia,

1986). In

also an increased importance of dopaminergic systems of the

is

(VTA)

— primarily mesolimbic and mesocortical (Abercrombie,

& Zigmond,

Several studies have

peptides in the

& Ely,

shown anatomic proximity of dopamine systems and

VTA (Zacharko,

endogenous opiate system

1989).

opioid

1994) and have implicated the activation of the

in traumatic stress (Perry

& al.,

1995). Uncontrollable stress

can activate stress-induced analgesia via the endogenous opiate systems (Murburg,

1994).

The opioid systems

are thought to be involved in adaptively altering perception

of painfril stimuli and the sense of time, place, and
alterations are at the base

reality (Perry et al., 1995).

These

of dissociative processes (Abercrombie, Keefe, Di Frichia

&

Zigmond, 1989).

Use-Dependent Internalization of Primarv Adaptive Response Pattern

Through

clinical research, different factors

the response to threat.

The

findings

seem

have been identified in determining

to suggest that the activation

17

of the

hypcran)usal

ct al.,

1

W5).

vs.

dissociative response

feels.

I

inlliieiiced

younger the child

Perliaps the

powerless he/she

is

would be

appears to be the most adaptive response

Sex differences also play

show

al.,

1995).

It

the

more immobile,

(I'erry

helpless, and

Inder these circumstances, the child most likely relies on the

dissociative response because fighting

observations

is,

by the deveh)piiiental stage

futile. In

these cases, dissociation

(I'erry et al., 1995).

a role ui the choice of the response, ('linical

that females utili/e dissociative responses

can be hypothesi/ed

that the

more than males

choice of the response

is

(I'erry et

probably due to

adaptive-evolutionary criteria because of female's relative inferior physical strength

(Perry

et al.,

(De Vries

&

I99S) or also

to

that the child adopts in the

determine the sensitization

(Perry

et al.,

underlying brain chemistry

Boyle, 1998).

The response
to

to sex differences in

i)f

moment of the

a specific neuronal

acute trauma

pathway with long-term

is

thought

effects

response pattern
1995). Perry speculates that this primary adaptive

be internali/.ed and u.sed over time.

may

dissociates, he/she

likely

nudst of traumatic event, the child

to the dissociation
internali/e the physiological reaction related

and may become predispo.sed
a child lacing a

If in the

is

to the

development of dissociative disorders. Sinularly,

he/she
trauma reacts with a hyperarousal response,

predisposition to hyperarousal

symptoms

(Perry et

al.,

will likely

if

develop a

1995). Thus, the child\s

initial

one of the primary
for a predisposition toward
reaction can be considered an "assay"
response patterns

in the future.

These speculations
ehildhood trauma,

secfTied to be

who were

observed

m

confirmed

in a

study on 50 young victims of

the acute posttraumatic period

IX

and then during

the following 6

rate

was

months (Perry

in

Murburg 1994, Perry

et al., 1995). In this study heart

utilized as a noninvasive indicator of physiological hyperarousal.

The

children

with a tendency to dissociate were found with dropping heart rates when facing a

stressor.

Conversely, the children that showed predominantly the hyperarousal response

were found with elevated heart

rate

and remained very reactive

in the face

emotionally laden cognitive or physical cues (Perry, 1994; Perry

of

et al., 1995).

Glucocorticoids. Hippocampal Structural Changes and Decline
in Declarative

Memory

As described above, exposure

to

high levels of glucocorticoids hormones

released during uncontrollable stress,

is

thought to be

at the

base of morphological and

functional changes in the central nervous system, specifically in the hippocampus, as

it

has been documented in studies on laboratory animals (Uno, Lohmiller, Thieme,

Kemnitz, Engle
Magarinos,

& Roecker,

1990; Uno, Tarara, Else, Suleman,

McEwen, Flugge

adult survivors of trauma

& Fuchs,

(Bremner

1996; Wooley, Gould

et al.

1993; Bremner

&

Sapolsky, 1989;

& McEwen,

et al.

1995;

1990) and

Yehuda

et al.

hippocampus have been associated with
1995) (see details below). The changes in the
deficits in declarative

al.,

1997;

Yehuda

High

in

et al.

1993; Bremner

et al.

1995; Bremner et

etal. 1993).

levels of glucocorticoids

found not only

mood

memory (Bremner

and decline

in declarative

memory have been

prolonged and severe physical and psychological

stress,

but also in

treatment, and Cushing's
disorders, exposure to synthetic corticosteroids

19

Syndrome

as reviewed in the following pages (Brown, Rush,

La

Somma,

Croix,

& McEwen,

1999; Forget,

& Cohen, 2000).

Traumatic Stress and Declarative

Memory

Glucorticoids exposure has been associated with decrease in dendritic branching

and loss of neurons

in several studies

monkeys who died

after

with chronically stressed animals. For example,

being exposed to severe

overcrowding were found during an autopsy
of chronic

stress,

and damage

to the

CA3

to

stress

have

due

to

improper caging and

gastric ulcers, considered

hippocampus (Uno,

subfield of the

markers

et al.,

of glucocorticoids (dexamethasone)
1989). Prenatal exposure to induced elevated levels
resulted in hippocampal

damage

in rhesus

monkey (Uno

et al., 1990).

Chronic

to a dominant male was found
psychosocial stress involving exposing subordinate males

to

be associated with dendritic atrophy of hippocampal

subordinate tree shrews

The damaging

monkeys

CA3

as well (Magarinos, et

al.,

pyramidal neurons in

1996).

effects of elevated Cortisol exposure in the

specifically demonstrated in adult rats

(Woolley

hippocampus has been

et al., 1990). In this study, daily

one days resulted in a decreased
injection of corticosterone for twenty
dendritic branch points in the

C A3 pyramidal

cells

number of

of the hippocampus. The

Golgi
structures were analyzed through
morphological changes in the dendritic

of brain tissue) (Woolley
impregnation procedure (staining method

changes

that

were observed were thought

of degeneration and

corticosterone

it

was hypothesized

may resuU

in a loss of

to

et al., 1990).

The

stages
be indicative of neurons in the early

high levels of
that prolonged exposure to

CA3

pyramidal

20

cells.

Decreased dendritic branching and loss of neurons may explain
term verbal

memory which have been found

assessed by different neuropsychological

World War

87%

II

were found

to

in a variety

tests.

of trauma survivors and

in declarative

survivors from

memory.

Specifically,

of 321 Danish survivors of WWII concentration camps were found with

verbal recall of a

list

of words ten or more years

after release

Larsen, Hoffmeyer. Kieler, Thaysen. Thaysen, Thygesen,

Prisoners of the

tasks

camp

Concentration

have an impairment

deficits in short-

&

Wechsler

Memory

from internment (HelwegWulff. 1952).

Korean War were found with impairment

measured by the Logical Memory component (verbal

deficits in

in explicit

memory

of a story) of the

recall

Scale (Wechsler, 1987) in comparison to Korean veterans without a

history of containment (Sutker. Winstead. Galina, AUain, 1991). These findings

suggested that damage to the hippocampus and mediated cognitive function
related to the intensity of trauma (Sutker et

al.,

Memory

Scale

matched subject-by-subject

was found

in

be

1991).

Deficit in free verbal recall as measured by the Logical

the Wechsler

may

Memory component of

Vietnam combat veterans with

PTSD

for alcohol abuse history with controls. Deficits in

IQ

as

measured by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-revised (Wechsler, 1981) were not
detected (Bremner et

al.,

1993).

Vietnam combat veterans with

PTSD

were compared

to a

group of Army

National Guard Enlistees (not exposed to combats) on a variety of memory tasks (Uddo,

Vasterling, Brailey and Sutker, 1993).

non verbal

declarative

memory

The PTSD group showed

respectively assessed by a

21

word

deficits in verbal

list

and

learning test (Rey

Auditory Verbal Learning Test, Rey, 1964) and a visual

Complex

recall task (Rey-Osterrieth

Figure, Osterrieth, 1994).

Performance on declarative memory tasks v^as assessed by a

leaming

task, the

serial trial verbal

Califomia Verbal Leaming Test (Delis, Kramer, Kaplan

PTSD

1987) in a group of combat veterans with

and a nonpatient group (Yehuda

1995). There were no differences in recall after short delays however the

recalled significantly fewer

words following an

Adult survivors of childhood abuse,

disorder,

were found with

interference

who were

PTSD

et al,

group

trial.

seeking treatment for psychiatric

deficits in verbal short-term

The sample included seventeen

& Ober,

memory (Bremner,

et al. 1995).

adult survivors of severe physical and /or sexual abuse

involving being hit with an object, burned, or locked in a closet, or penetrative sexual

abuse, which occurred once a

effect

on the individual

at the

month or more

for at least one year

time that the event occurred (Bremner,

term verbal memory was assessed by the Wechsler

and a

deficit for

comparison

immediate and delayed

to controls

and had a negative

matched

for age

recall

Memory

et al. 1995).

Short

Scale-Logical component

and percent of retention was detected

and education (Bremner,

in

et al. 1995).

Several neuroimaging studies have focused on neuroanatomical changes

of
following exposure to traumatic experiences. For example, seventeen aduh survivors

childhood abuse, with a diagnosis of PTSD, were found with a

hippocampal volume (Bremner

et al., 1997). In addition, left

12%

smaller

left

hippocampal volume was

measured in years.
negatively correlated with duration of childhood abuse, as
hypothesized that the surge of Cortisol

to

damage of the hippocampus, which

at the

time of the childhood abuse,

persisted and

22

was

detectable

It

was

may have

by Magnetic

led

Resonance Imaging (MRl). The same subjects were also found with
in declarative

for

memory

immediate

declarative

recall,

memory

Memory

(assessed by the Weclisler

delayed

recall,

significant deficits

Scalc-1 .ogical

Component)

and percent of retention. These findings on

functioning did not correlated with hippocampal volume.

The

authors speculated that trauma during childhood prov(.)kcd hippocampal volume

reductit)n,

however, other brain regions may have resumed

memcM-y functions through neuronal

PTSD

participants in the study

larger

volume

t)f

plasticity

probably took over part of the

memory

It

of the short-term

mechanisms. Interestingly, the seventeen

were found with

the left temporal lobe.

part

a smaller

was thought

hippocampus as well as

that the left

a

temporal lobe

functions normally mediated by the

hippocampus.

These findings suggested

that traumatic stress, in early

development,

may

have an impact on brain development with a reduction of certain areas, and an
expansion of others through meclumisms of neuronal

in life

seemed

to result in a "tighter relationship

of memory function (Rremner
hi

summary,

demonstrated a

plasticity. In contrast,

trauma

between hippocampal damage imd

et al. 1^)^)7, p..^l))."

tasks
several studies using a variety of neuropsychological

deficit in declarative

memory

in adult

survivors of

tmuma

possibly

luid neuroanalomical changes
associated with neuroendocrine (Cortisol levels)

(hippocampus).
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later

loss

Mood

Memory

Disorders and Declarative

Exposure

to

Cortisol levels has

prolonged physical and psychological

stress

and related changes

been associated with development of depression

individuals (Brown, Rush,

& McEwen,

Cortisol are secondary to the stress that

1999).

It is

in

in vulnerable

not clear whether elevated levels of

accompany depression and

to

what extent

hypercortisolemia contribute in exacerbating and perpetuating depression (Wolkowitz
al.,

et

1999). However, Cortisol hypersecretion has been associated with behavioral

alterations,

such as sleep disturbance, decreased energy, decreased attention and

cognitive performance (declarative memory), psychosis, suicidal thoughts, decreased

libido,

psychomotor disturbance, and

aiLxiety

(Wolkowitz

et al., 1999).

A specific limbic-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis dysregulation has been
repeatedly demonstrated in adult patients with major depression (Wolkowitz

1999; Rybakowski,

been reported

for

& Twardowska,

many

1999). Adult patients with

mood

& Reus,

disorders, have

years to perform poorly on the Dexamethasone Suppression

Test (DST) and a substantial proportion have shown differences in corticosteroid
negative feedback. (Brown

studies reported that

43%

et al.

1999; Wolkowitz

& al.

1999).

An

analysis of 150

of persons with major depressive disorder (n= 441

with psychotic depression (n=150),

41% with mania (n=137),

and

1),

67%

78% with mixed

mania (n=41) have

DST non-suppression (Arana and Mossman.

1988). Interestingly,

non-suppression

thought to be age-dependent increasing from

34%

18 years old to

is

64%

in patients

above 60 years of age (Brown

et al.,

in patients

1999).

under

Non-

Several studies reported cognitive impairment during episodes of major affective

illness

(Brown

& al.,

1999). Significant impairment in declarative
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memory

has been

reported in a group of inpatient and outpatient adults with a diagnosis of Major

Depressive Disorder (Sabe, 1995). In
(procedural

patients

this study, declarative versus

nondeclarative

memory) was compared between depressed and Alzheimer's

matched by age. Both groups showed a

disease

memory

deficit in declarative

as

assessed by the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (Rey, 1964) but they performed

normally on measures

ol'

procedural learning. The study confirmed the dissociation

between declarative and nondeclarartive memory tasks (Sabe, 1995).
Deficits in verbal

memory were

reported in bipolar patients (mean illness

duration = 22 years) compared to normal controls (van Gorp, 1998). In this study, a

significant negative correlation

between duration of affective

memory performance was found

Disorder (Kessing

,

comparing

mood

episodes. These results were

patients with Bipolar and

Major Depressive

1998). Significant impairment on declarative

found and the degree of cognitive impairment was greater
episodes and correlated with the number of prior

The

and declarative

suggesting that cognitive performance could be

sensitive to the duration and the re-occurrence of

replicated in another study

illness

mood

memory

in patients

tasks

was

with multiple

episodes.

findings from these last two studies must be interpreted carefully

considering that

all

the subjects in the van Gorp's study (1998) and

the Kessing's (1998) study

were prescribed lithium

at the

(Engelsmann, Ghadirian,

have contributed

&

of subjects

& Parides,

in

some

(

Kocsis, Shaw,

1993) but not other studies

Grof, 1992). Although, lithium and other medications

to the cognitive deficit

observed

25

in

time of the assessment.

Lithium therapy has been associated with cognitive impairment
Stokes, Wilner, Elliot, Sikes, Myers, Manevitz,

20%

in these patients, in

may

both studies no

was found between serum lithium

correlation

levels

and cognitive impairment (Kessing,

1998; van Gorp, 1998).
Several studies have

shown

that depressed patients with hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenal axis abnormalities exhibit greater cognitive impairment

when compared

to

depressed patients without neuroendocrine abnormalities. Deficit with declarative

memory

in patients with

major Depressive Disorder was positively correlated

urinary Cortisol level (Rubinow, Post, Savard,

& Gold,

to

mean

1984). Various studies have

compared performance on Dexamethasone Suppression Test of depressed

and

patients

found a significant discrepancy on measure of short term verbal memory (Wauthy,
Ansseau, vonFrenckell, Mormont,

of declarative

compared
In

is

Legros, 1991). Specifically, depressed patients

non-suppressors of induced Cortisol showed a greater impairment on measure

who were

there

&

to

memory

with more errors of commission on verbal learning tasks when

depressed patients

summary, multiple

who were

studies with different methodologies have indicated that

a link between hypercortisolemia,

memory

suppressors of Cortisol or to normal controls.

in adults with a diagnosis of a

mood

mood

understood the issue of reversibility versus

(Brown

disorders and deficit in declarative

disorder.

However,

irreversibility

it is

not clearly

of the cognitive symptoms

et al, 1999).

Declarative

memory

functioning, as assessed by a

word

list

learning task,

Depressive Disorder when
appeared to improve in patients with Major

mood symptoms

and
psychopharmacological interventions (fluoxetine
were successfully treated with
amitriptyline) (Richardson, Keegan,

&

Bowen, Blackshaw, Cebrian-Perez, Dayal,

Saleh,

the effects of
were found in an another study on
Skrikhande, 1994). Similar results
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synthetic glucocorticoids

on treatment of depression (Wolkowitz

study depressed patients,

who were non

& Reus,

supressors of induced Cortisol via

treated with antiglucocorticoids agents (such as ketoconazole) for about

a good remission of depressive

symptoms and improvement

functioning. Other studies have

shovm

that patients

who

DST, when

two months had

in declarative

suffer

1998). In this

memory

from chronic unipolar

depression (Dysthymic Disorder) continued to exhibit a significant impairment in

memory even

declarative

symptoms

after

pharmacological treatment with resolution of their

(Paradiso, Lamberty, Garvey,

suggest that probably, following isolated

may

& Robinson,
mood

result in a reversible deficit in declarative

mood symptoms may
cognitive problems

may

irreversibility

seemed

episodes a damage to the hippocampus

memory whereas

recurrent or chronic

(Brown

et al., 1999).

structural

changes

in the

hippocampus (following elevated

provide some etiologic explanation regarding the reversibility versus the

of cognitive impairments in patients with

mood

disorders.

Several studies have explored hippocampal volume in adult patients with

disorders. Smaller

when compared

to

in adult outpatients

with Major Depression

normal controls (Axelson, Doraiswamy, McDonald, Boyko,

Tupler, Patterson, Nemeroff, Ellinwood,

correlation

mood

amygdala-hippocampal volume detected by Magnetic Resonance

Imaging (MRI) studies has been found
Disorder

to

induce permanent changes in the hippocampus and long lasting

The nature of the
Cortisol)

1997). These findings

mood

& Krishman,

was found between post-dexamethasone

hippocampal volume suggesting

that the

1993). In this study, a negative

Cortisol level

and amygdala-

volume of these neuroanatomical

could be related to levels of Cortisol. However, these data need
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to

structures

be considered

cautiously because the assessment of the hippocampus by

MRI

study included the

amygdala.

A more recent MRI
history of recurrent

study on structural brain changes examined subjects with a

Major Depressive Disorder who were asymptomatic and had normal

levels of Cortisol at the time of the study (Sheline,

with a history of depression had

respectively, than controls.

lifetime days depressed

A

1

1% and 5%
1

Gado,

left

Price, 1998).

smaller right and

significant correlation

and the

&

left

The

subjects

hippocampi,

was found between

the total

hippocampal volume as well as a trend toward a

relationship for the right hippocampus. Structural brain changes were also found on

another

MRI

study on middle-aged patients with chronic Major Depressive Disorder

refractory to treatment

cortex, including the

who showed

reduced gray matter density in the

hippocampus (Shah, Ebmeier. Glabus,

left

& Goodwin,

temporal

1998).

Neuroimaging studies have also focused on neuroanatomical changes
suffering from Bipolar Disorders. Smaller temporal lobe volumes using

observed in symptomatic patients with Bipolar Disorder compared
(Altshuler, Conrad, Hauser, Guze, Denikoff, Tourtellotte,

& Post,

MRI

in subjects

have been

to controls

1991).

A significant

negative correlation was found between the duration of the illness and the right

temporal lobe volume. However, different results were found

more

in a

recent

MRI

patients and
study that compared asymptomatic (for at least three months) bipolar

normal controls (Altshuler, Bartzokis, Grieder, Curran,

& Minta,

1998).

The

subjects

to the participants in the
included were younger (mean age 40 vs. 52) in comparison

previous study (Altusher et

al.,

1991).

No

significant differences

were found

in either

reduced volume of hippocampus was
temporal lobe or hippocampal volume. Therefore,
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only observed in the group of symptomatic patients suggesting that the structural

changes in the hippocampus

may

be a

dependent process which could be reversible

state

(Altusher et al, 1998).

In summary, there

in

is

evidence that

mood

disorders are associated with changes

neuroendocrine functions (Cortisol levels), in hippocampal structure and in

memory.

declarative

Specifically, cognitive functions

seem

to

of affective episodes and to the duration of illness (van Gorp

1998).

It is

et al.,

not completely understood whether changes in the

hippocampal dysfunction are reversible or
bipolar patients

seemed

to indicate that

irreversible

be related to the number
1998; Kessing

et al.,

HP A axis with

(Brown

et al., 1999).

Studies on

some degree of irreversible cognitive

impairment can occur over time (van Gorp, 1998).

Exo genous

Corticosteroids and Declarative

Cognitive impairment

and

in

is

Memo ry

found both during exogenous corticosteroids exposure

for the hypothesis that hormonal
Gushing' s disease providing additional support

changes are related

to

Patients with

hippocampal dysfunction.

autoimmune system

diseases, such as inflammatory rheumatic

corticosteroid
receiving anti-inflammatory synthetic
disease or Multiple Sclerosis (MS),
deficits in
prednisone and hydrocortisone can exhibit
therapy such as dexamethasone,

declarative

memory

sui^ivors and subjects with
similar to those reported by trauma

mood disorders (Newcomer,
al.,

Craf^, Hershey, Askins,

& Bardgett,

1994; Wolkowitz

et

emotional
changes including confusion, insomnia,
1999). In addition, behavioral

lability,

psychosys have often been observed
depression, hypomania and even
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in several

case reports suggesting that corticosteroids affect

human behavior (Wolkowitz

et al.,

1999).

Cognitive deficits such as

in patients

to 5

attentional impairments

have been found

receiving both short-term or long-term synthetic corticosteroids therapy. For

example, a reversible deficit

even 4

memory and

in declarative

memory was observed

days of dexamethasone or prednisone (Wolkowitz

in subjects receiving

et al., 1999).

Cognitive impairment also seemed to be related to the amount of exogenous
corticosteroids exposure. For example, a reversible deficit in declarative

observed

in subjects receiving a

memory was

high dose (160 mg./day) of hydrocortisone but not in

subjects receiving a lower dose (40 mg./ day)(Newcomer, Selke, Melson, Gross,

Richards, Hershey, Craft, Alderson,

studies

seemed

to

& Gottlieb.

1997).

Computed tomography (CT)

confirm these findings and suggested a corticosteroid dose-dependent

cerebral atrophy.

Cerebral atrophy was reported on

autoimmune diseases receiving
Reza, Winter,

&

CT

studies in

corticosteroids for six

1

5 adult patients with

months

to five years (Bentson,

Wilson, 1978). The degree of atrophy correlated with the dose of

corticosteroids and

was reversed

in

only two of the fifteen patients after dose reduction

syndrome)
or discontinuation. In another study, children with infantile spasms (Lennox

who

received four weeks of adrenocorticotropin therapy were found on

CT scans to

corticosteroid
have general cerebral atrophy which reversed within four weeks of ending

treatment (Okuno,

Ito,

Konishi, Yoshioka,

& Nakano,

1980). In both studies

atrophy.
neuroimaging techniques did not specifically examined hippocampal
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Cushing's Syndrome and Cognitive Deficits
Gushing' s Syndrome

is

characterized by an overproduction of Cortisol by the

adrenal glands. Several studies have focused on the interaction between elevated
glucocorticoids and cognitive deficits in this syndrome.

An

association between reduced

hippocampal formation volume, memory dysfunction, and elevated
been specifically demonstrated (Starkman, Gebarski, Berent,
recent study (Forget et

found with

deficits

al.,

& Schteingart,

1992). In a

2000) nineteen patients with Cushing's Syndrome were

mostly involving selective attention, and processing visual-spatial

information. These findings

is

Cortisol levels has

seemed

to challenge the assumption that the

the preferential site for glucocorticoids effects and

seemed

to

hippocampus

imply the involvement

of frontal lobe systems as well as right hemisphere regions.

Summary
The

literature

supporting the rationale and the design of this study has been

presented. Considering the described physiological reaction to trauma in children,

shovm

that further research is

needed

to explore the

it

was

impact of trauma on

neurodevelopment. The relationship between neuroendocrine mechanisms and

declarative

memory

in a variety

of diagnostic groups, was also described with current

research issues which are in part addressed by this study.
In summary, if trauma occurs at an early stage of development and induces a

have an
dysregulation of neuroendocrine functioning (Cortisol release) the process can

impact on declarative

memory

functioning later in
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life.

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Selection of Participants

Nineteen subjects were selected among physically, sexually, and emotionally

abused

girls

from a

residential

program on Long

Island,

New York.

All the girls had a

history of chronic traumatic stress that started before the age of five years. Their

life

included experiences such as intra-familiar and extra-familiar sexual abuse; severe
physical abuse; early abandonment from their parents; multiple foster-house

placements; drug-and-alcohol-addict parents,

two groups according

to their

adolescent psychiatrist. The

DSM-IV

first

among

others.

The

girls

psychiatric diagnosis given

group included 10

girls

were assigned

to

by a senior child and

without a diagnosis of a

mood

disorder; the second group included 9 girls with a history of mood disorder; a third

group of

1 1

control girls were recruited

University of New

York

janitorial staff as well as

16 years

1 1

at

among

the personnel

working

at the State

Stony Brook and included daughters of support and

of nurses. All the

months, and were 67

girls

ranged in age from 12 years 0 months to

% Caucasian, 20 % Hispanic, and 4% African

American. Criteria of exclusion of participants were: IQ below the low average range,

as

measured through the Vocabulary and Block Design subtests of the Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children-Third Edition (WISC-III); history of learning disorder;

presence of organic condition interfering with cognitive ftinctioning; hearing

impairment; use of prescribed medications susceptible of interfering with cognitive
functioning; and use of illicit drugs.

The lack of use of illicit
32

drtigs

was assessed

for the

chronically abused girls via routine tests that they receive in the residential
program and
for the control subjects via a detailed interview with

them and with

their parents. All the

subjects accepted on a voluntary basis and co-signed with their parents a consent form
to participate in the study.

The normal

controls girls were paid $30 for their

participation.

Methods of Participants Assessment

The experimental

subjects were selected on the base of their diagnostic

evaluations completed every two weeks by the psychiatrist of the residential

The

first

group included

girls presenting externalizing

facility.

problems such as acting out

behaviors and reactions of anger and hostility in response to an environment perceived
as threatening (Kendall, 1991; Taylor, 1983). In this group, six girls were diagnosed

with a Conduct Disorder- Adolescent Onset Type

(3 12.8);

two

girls

were diagnosed with

an Adjustment Disorder with Mixed Disturbance of Emotions and Conduct (309.4); one
with a Disruptive Behavior Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (312.9) and one with
Oppositional Defiant Disorder (313.81). The second group included

girls

showing

internalizing problems such as the tendency to react with feelings of helplessness and

depression to an environment perceived as threatening (Kendall, 1991; Taylor, 1983). In

this group, three girls

were diagnosed with Dysthymic Disorder (300.4); one with Major

Depressive Disorder (296.2); two with Bipolar Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

(296.80); three with

Mood

Mood

Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (296.90); and one with

Disorder Not Otherwise Specified and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (296.90;

309.81).
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Use of Medications
The

girl

survivors of trauma without a diagnosis of a

medication-free as well as

disorder were

the comparison subjects. In the group of girl survivors of

all

trauma with a diagnosis of a

mood

mood

disorder, one girl

was on Zoloft (75mg); one on

Paxil (lOmg.) and Wellbutrin (150mg.) and one on Serzone (50mg).

The

first

two

antidepressant medications-Zoloft and Paxil-are Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors

(SSRI) and the other two- Wellbutrin and Serzone-are Atypical Antidepressants. While
there have been studies

showing

effects

of tricyclic antidepressants and benzodiazepines

on memory functioning, SSRI and Atypical antidepressant
effects

on memory

Weingartner,

&

(e.g.,

are not thought to have

Hommer, Matuso, Wolkowitz, Chrousos,
To my knowledge,

Paul, 1986).

of SSRI and atypical antidepressant on

it

is

Greenblatt,

not clear what

is

the specific effect

HPA axis.

Instrumentation

Wechsler Intelligence Scale
Subtests

.

for Children-Third Edition

Vocabulary and Block Design subtests were administered

estimation of intellectual functioning,

tested or

when

testing data

asked to orally define a

girl

(WISC-Iin. Selected

was asked

list

was not

when

have an

the participants had not been previously

available. For the Vocabulary subtest, each girl

of words read aloud

to replicate a

in order to

to her.

was

For the Block Design subtest, the

two color design by using a

specified

number of blocks,

standardization sample of 2,200
within a time limit. WISC-III norms are based on a
levels, region, and race/ethnicity.
children representative of sex, age, parental education
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California Verbal Learning Test-Children Version

Subtests

used

The CVLT-C measures

.

test to assess declarative

recall

memory

(CVLT-C^ 1994,

Selected

of words over a number of trials and

both in adults and

in children

is

a widely

(two different

versions), requiring an intentional recollection of presented material (Delis, Kramer,

& Ober,

Kaplan

1994).

has been used in previous research with adult survivors of

It

trauma and has been instrumental

in assessing deficits in declarative

et al, 1995). Reliability coefficients (consistency

from. 84

to.

memory (Yehuda

of performance across

trials)

range

91 and the coefficient alpha reliability ranges from .81 to .88. Evidence for

construct validity includes the findings that the

CVLT-C

indices cluster into

theoretically meaningful factors consistent with the experimental constructs they were

designed to measure and that the
as the Adult

CVLT (Delis,

In the

called

first trial,

list

was asked

1994).

to repeat a list

of 15 words, the so-

words from each of three semantic

categories).

is

an index of intact attention

skills (Delis,

Kramer, Kaplan,

subtest from
1994). This index correlates robustely with Digit Span Forwards

the Wechsler

(Delis,

(five

& Ober,

this first immediate-recall (Trial 1) is thought to reflect primarily

auditory attention span and

& Ober,

instrument assess the same general constructs

Kramer, Kaplan

the participant

Monday shopping

Performance on

CVLT-C

IQ

scales

which

is

Cullum, Butters, Cairns

a widely used measure of auditory attention span

& Prifitera,

1988). After the

were provided with four additional opportunities
interference

Tuesday

list

Short-Delay Free-Recall

to learn the list

of 1 5 words was then presented

trial

of the

first

first trial

(Monday)

list.

for

one

the participants

of words.

trial

The CVLT-C

An

followed by a

is

standardized on

5 through 16 years of age. Race/ethnicity
a large sample (920 children) ranging from
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proportions as well as age group, gender, and parent education level were balanced in

the sample.

The

test

provides norms according to age.

Trauma Svmptom Checklist

for Children

(TSCC), 1996

.

The

TSCC

is

a self-

report measure of the impact of the traumatic events and related symptomatology.

checklist

was used

as a psychologically challenging task, susceptible to evoke

and feelings related

The

and

to the traumatic events

to elicit the reactivity

of the

The

memories

HP A axis.

checklist consists of 54 items, divided into five clinical scales (Anxiety,

Depression, Anger, Posttraumatic Stress, Dissociation). The participant was presented

with a booklet containing a
carefully read and

The

TSCC

list

of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors and was asked

mark down how
is

often

it

happens

to

to her.

standardized on a large sample (more than 3,000) of racially and

economically diverse children from a variety of urban and suburban environments and
provides norms according to age and sex. Reliability analysis of the

TSCC

normative sample demonstrated high internal consistency for the five

used in

this

covary

in

study (as range from .82 to

.89).

scales in the

clinical scales

Several studies suggest that the

TSCC

expected ways with other available resources. For example, significant

intercorrelations

were found between

the

Achenbach (1979) Child Behavior

the
and the Kovacs (1983) Child Depression Inventory and

1995).
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TSCC

(Briere,

Checklist,

& Lanktree,

Assays of Salivary Cortisol
Saliva samplings were collected according to standard procedures used by

Gunnar, Mangelsdorf, Larson, and Hertsgaard, 1989 and adapted by Schwartz, Granger,

Susman and Gunnar,(in

press).

Sample

collection instructions and supplies were

provided by the Behavioral Endocrinology Laboratory (BEL) of the Pennsylvania State

University.

The sampling device
cotton

roll.

Each

girl

that

was used

is

called "salivette" and consists of a small

placed a "V" shaped cotton

roll in

her

mouth under

was

instructed to allow the cotton to remain in this position for a

to a

maximum

of

plastic containers

3

the tongue and

minimum

of

1

minutes. The salivette was then removed and placed into an ad hoc

and capped. Within

less than

two hours the

salivettes

were frozen

-20 °C in a refrigerator until packed in dry ice and shipped overnight delivery

Pennsylvania State University. The samples were packaged according

BEL

to the

Center for Disease Control's guidelines for mailing biological specimen.

These guidelines were provided by the
Cortisol collection.

in a variety

of studies. For example,

Cortisol (at baseline

in a research

is

and

reflect several years

«fe

Post, 1988).

of research

widely accepted and has been used

comparing plasma and salivary

and following stimulation) a similar procedure was

Rubinow, Davis, Kling,

BEL

BEL

The methodology

on salivary

the

at

(FEDEX)

to the

at the

minute

utilized (Kahn,

Sampling and storage of saliva, as required by

recent methodological
guidelines, have been described as one of the most

developments

for

assessment of salivary Cortisol (Kirschbaum
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&

Hellhammer, 1994).

At

(lie \\\

A. the

samples were assayed

developed by the laboratory

for use

duplicate. Duplicates that dilTer by

To

lor Cortisol iisiii^

with saliva. All sample and controls were assayed

5% error

more than

date, assessment of Cortisol in saliva

psychoneuroendocrinology. As the

and non invasive measure

an immunoassay

literature

is

in

were repeated.

a frequently

employed method

in

shows, salivary Cortisol represents a simple

that has greatly lacilitated the study

of the interactions

among

the III'A axis, environmental events, and behavior (Granger, Weis/,

McCracken, Ikeda

&

et al., in press;

Douglas, 10%; (iunnar

et al.,

1989; Kahn,

Woolston, CiianlVedi, Oertner, Paugus

&

et al.,

1988; Schwartz,

Mason, 1983).

Procedures

First

Meeting
During the

first

meeting the participants were explained the goals

their participation, rights

and

risks involved.

ol the study,

he participant^ signature of the consent

I

form was obtained followed by one of the parent or

legal guardian

\

signature.

were administered
Vocabulary and Block Design subtests from the WISC-III
have an estimation of
previously tested or

intellectual functioning

when

testing data

when

was not

in

order to

the participant had not been

available.

Second Meeting
and
During the second meeting, between 4:30

before and

cycle
after dinner, to control circadian
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8 1>M,

of the

1

and more than one hour

IPA

axis, the lust

sample of

Cortisol

was

collected to assess the baseline level (pre-task assessment). Then, the

Trauma Symptoms Checklist
after the

for Children

(TSCC) was

administered.

completion of the TSCC, a second sample of salivary

order to assess the adrenocortical reactivity to the

TSCC

Twenty minutes

Cortisol

was

collected in

as an emotionally challenging

task (post-task assessment). At the end of the meeting, the selected subtests of the

California Verbal Learning Test were administered,

Immediate Free-Recall
List):

Trials; List

Short-Delay Free-Recall

B

(Tuesday

i.e.

List

A (Monday List):

List): Free-Recall Trial; List

A (Monday

Trial.

Third Meeting

The

third

meeting took place within one week, and within the same range of

was collected to have
hours as the second meeting. The third sample of salivary Cortisol
a second

tests

measurement of baseline

were

later

level

provided to parents

who

on a

different day.

expressed
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interest.

The

results

of the

memory

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS
The

original design ofliiis project included

and non depressed
by the

girls,

from a

facility's psychiatrist.

statistical

A

two groups of subjects, depressed

residential treatment facility.

decision

was made

to

The diagnosis was given

combine these groups

after

analyses determined that there were no significant differences between the

groups on the measures of self-reported psychopathology on the

TSCC

(Anxiety,

Depression, Anger, Posttraumatic Stress, Dissociation). For each subscale, subjects

diagnosed as depressed had slightly lower mean scores, but group variance was

relatively large

there

and there were no significant differences between groups. Furthermore,

were no significant differences

Cortisol level, Cortisol

(or trends)

between the groups on any measure of

change over time, or declarative memory (see Table

I

and Table

2).

Therefore, to increase the power of statistical analyses the groups were combined for

all

subsequent analysis.

Chi-S quare Model Comparinu Number of Subjects with Increased, Decreas ed,
Groups
and Unchan ged Cortisol Levels in the Trauma Survivo rs and C\>mparison

A

decision

means due

was made

to use chi-square analyses instead of analyses of

to the different types

of subject Cortisol reactivity found

group. For example, within each group,
Cortisol over time while others

some

group

to exist within

each

subjects had patterns of increasing

had decreasing or stable

patterns. Therefore, averaging

of
decreasers resulted in inaccurate representation
scores of these Cortisol increasers and
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Table

Means and Standard Deviations

1

Depressed and Non-Depressed Subjects on
Measures of Cortisol. Psvchopatholoev. and Memory
for

Descriptives

95%

Confidence

Interval for

QfH
OlU.

N
Time

Cortisol

1

Time 2

Cortisol

Cortisol

Time 3

TSCC Anx

TSCC Dep

TSCC Ang

TSCC

TSCC

TSCC

TSCC

CVLT

CVLT

CVLT

Pts

dis

Diso

Disf

Total 1-5

List

A

Delay

Mean

Deviation

1.00

10

.11170

4.52E-02

2.00

9

.11989

Total

19

1.00

2.00

Std Error

Lower
Douno

Mean
Upper
Bound

.43E-02

7 94E-02

14401

.12535

4.18E-02

2.35E-02

.21624

.11558

8.96E-02

2.05E-02

7.24E-02

15875

10

.11640

4.52E-02

1

.43E-02

8.41 E-02

14874

9

.13078

.16261

5.42E-02

5.78E-03

.25577

Total

19

.12321

.11326

2.60E-02

6.86E-02

.17780

1.00

10

.12900

6 29E-02

1.99E-02

8.40E-02

.17403

2.00

9

.12011

9.98E-02

3.33E-02

4.34E-02

.19681

Total

19

.12479

8.02E-02

1.84E-02

8.62E-02

.16343

1.00

10

49.4000

7.3515

2.3247

44.1411

54.6589

2.00

9

44 4444

5.1988

1.7329

40.4483

48.4406

Total

19

47.0526

6.7452

1.5474

43.8016

50.3037

1.00

10

49.1000

94452

2.9868

42.3433

55.8567

2,00

9

45.0000

4.2720

1.4240

41.7162

48.2838

Total

19

47.1579

7.5591

1.7342

43.5145

50.8013

1.00

10

46.3000

7.5432

2.3854

40.9039

51.6961

2.00

9

44.8889

4.5674

1.5225

41.3781

48.3997

Total

19

45.6316

6.1843

1.4188

42.6508

48.6123

1.00

10

49.7000

6.3953

2.0224

45.1251

54.2749

2.00

9

44.8889

6.9182

2.3061

39.5711

50.2067

Total

19

47.4211

6.9147

1.5863

44.0883

50.7538

1.00

10

48.4000

9.8905

3.1277

41.3248

55.4752

2.00

9

44.5556

3.6094

1.2031

41.7811

47.3300

Total

19

46.5789

7.6545

1.7561

42.8896

50.2683

1.00

10

47.8000

8.8292

2.7921

41.4839

54.1161

2.00

9

44.3333

3.9370

1.3123

41.3071

47.3596

Total

19

46.1579

7 0021

1.6064

42.7830

49.5328

1.00

10

50.4000

11.7776

3.7244

41.9748

58.8252

2.00

9

46.2222

6.4571

2.1524

41.2588

51.1856

Total

19

48.4211

9.6166

2.2062

43.7860

53.0561

1.00

10

43.8000

12.2728

3.8810

35.0206

52.5794

2.00

9

44.1111

13.4392

4.4797

33.7809

54.4414

Total

19

43.9474

12.4743

2.8618

37.9349

49.9598

1.00

10

5.0E-02

.9846

.3114

-.6543

.7543

2.00

9

-6.E-02

1.7401

.5800

-1.3931

1.2820

Total

19

.0000

1.3540

.3106

-.6526

.6526

1.00

10

-.3000

1.0328

.3266

-1.0388

.4388

2.00

9

.3333

.9014

.3005

-.3595

1.0262

Total

19

.0000

1.0000

2294

-.4820

.4820
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Table 2

ANOVA Table
Non-Depressed Subjec ts

For the Results

of Comparisons of Depressed and
on Measures of Cortisol, Psvchopatholo^v. and Memory

ANOVA
Sum

Mean

of

c
r

(if

Time

Cortisol

1

Time 2

Cortisol

1

1

Between Groups

1

3.176E-04

1

3 176E-04

Within Groups

1

.144

17

8 475E-03

Total

1

144

18

Between Groups

1

9.792E-04

1

Within Groups

1

.230

17

231

18

Total

9.792E-04
1

Qin
oiy

1

1
1

037

ft4Q

072

791

055

.817

2.814

.112

1.427

.249

.236

.633

1

1

353E-02

1

Time 3

Cortisol

1

Between Groups

1

3 743E-04

Within Groups

1

.115

17

116

18

116 325

1

116.325

Within Groups

702 622

17

41.331

Total

818 947

18

79.626

1

79626

948 900

17

55.818

1028 526

18

9432

1

9432

678 989

17

39 941

Total

688.421

18

Between Groups

109 643

1

109 643

Within Groups

750989

17

44 176

Total

860 632

18

70.009

1

70009

984.622

17

57.919

1054 632

18

Total

1

3 743E-04

1

1

6 783E-03

1

TSCC Anx

1

Between Groups
j

TSCC Dep

Between Groups

1

Within Groups
Total
1

TSCC Ang

1

Between Groups
Within Groups

TSCC

TSCC

Pts

1

Between Groups

dis

J

2.482

134

1.209

287

1.172

.294

I

Within Groups
Total

1

1

1

TSCC

TSCC

Diso

1

56926

1

Within Groups

825600

17

48.565

Total

882 526

18

82.676

1

82676

Within Groups

1581-956

17

93.056

Total

1664632

18

458

1

458

Within Groups

2800.489

17

164 735

Total

2800.947

18

5 278E-02

1

Between Groups

Between Groups

Disf

1

56 926

1

1

888

.359

.003

.959

1

CVLT

CVLT

Total 1-5

List

A

Between Groups

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

CVLT

Delay

1

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

1

1

5278E-02

.871

2.006

.175

1,938

32.947

17

33000

18

1.900

1

1.900

16100

17

.947

18000

18

42

.027

the data. Research

on intraindividual changes

in release

of Cortisol examined

at different

times in the context of a challenging situation has traditionally used this method instead

of computing mean levels

(e.g.,

Susman, Lorah, Inoff-Germain, Nottelmann

Chrousos, 1997; Granger, Weisz, McCracken, Ikeda

Wiener, 1989). Indeed, this method

HP A

1996; Levine

&

considered to be a more appropriate measure of

is

patterns of adrenal response over time and a

the

& Douglas,

&

more

sensitive index of the organization of

axis (Susman, Lorah, Inoff-Germain, Nottelmann, Chrousos, 1997).

Percent of Change in Cortisol Level

The subjects were predicted
Cortisol level

criterion

Cortisol

of a

to increase, decrease or

over the three times of measurements (Timel,

14% change

in Cortisol

was used

change (Kao, Voina, Nichols,

to define

& Horton,

remain stable

2,

and

3).

in their

The conservative

an increase or decrease in

& al.

1975; Granger

1996). This

percentage represents more than three times the intra-assay coefficient of variation of

4.6%

for the Cortisol assay (error

magnitude of

in endocrine assays).

14% between any two measurement time

variation in the assay

(Susman

The percentage change
computed

of measurement

for each subject.

Changes of the

are unlikely to be attributable to

et al., 1997).

in Cortisol levels

between Time

1

Change scores were then categorized

and Time 2 was
into increasing

14%

by

(score assigned:

(score assigned:

1),

decreasing by greater than

2), or

unchanged (score assigned:

3).

A chi-square was then computed to determine if

there

was

greater than

14%

(increasers, decreasers, stable)
a significant difference of subject types

between the groups. Although not

towards
significant, the chi-square indicated a trend

43

different types of subjects being in the chronically abused

and comparison groups,

(X^(2)=5.36, p=.07). Within the chronically abused group, 32

increasers,

decreasers,

46%

compared

compared

to only

9% of normative

46% of normative

to

1

1%

subjects and 58

of subjects were

% were stable, compared to

of normative subjects.

The percentage change
computed

for

2), or

in Cortisol levels

between Time

1

14%

1),

decreasing by greater than

unchanged (score assigned:

3).

A second chi-square

determine

if

and Time

3

was then

each subject. Change scores were again categorized into increasing by
(score assigned:

greater than

there

was a

(chronically abused girls), 63

Cortisol levels, while

21%

54

(score assigned:

was then computed

significant (x^=5.82, p=.05). In group

to

1

% of subjects were categorized as having increasing

had decreasing

group 2 (controls), only 18

Cortisol levels, while

14%

significantly different pattern of subject Cortisol changes

between the groups. The chi-square was

in

subjects,

% of subjects were

levels

and 16

% were unchanged.

In contrast,

% of subjects were categorized as having increasing

% were categorized as decreasing, and 27 % were unchanged

(see Table 3, Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, and Figure 2)

Table 3

Cortisol Pattern

Abused

Girls

Between Time 1 and Time 2 for Trauma Survivors
and Comparison Subjects

Cortisol Increasers

Stable Cortisol

Cortisol Decreasers

6

11

2

(31.6%)

(57.9%)

(10.5%)

5

5

(45.5%)

(45.5%)

Comparison
Girls

(9.1%)
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Table 4
Results of Chi-Square Test Comparing Cortisol Pattern in

Survivors and Comparison Subjects between time

1

Trauma

and time 2

Chi-Square Tests

Asymp.

Value

Pearson Chi-Square

5.355

N of Valid Cases

30

.07

2

Table

Cortisol Pattern

Sig. (2-sided)

5

Between Time 1 and Time 3 for Trauma Survivors
and Comparison Subjects
Cortisol

Stable Cortisol

Cortisol Increasers

Decreasers

Abused

12

3

4

(63.2%)

(15.8%)

(21.1%)

3

6

(27.3%)

(54.5%)

Girls

Comparison
(18.2%)

Giris

Table 6

C om paring Cortisol Pattern in Trauma
Comparison Subjects B etween Time and Time 3

Results of Chi -Sq uare Test

Survivors and

1

Asymp.

Value

Pearson Chi-Square

N

of Valid Cases

5.824

Sig. {2-sided)

.05

2

30

45

Table 7
Cortisol Pattern

Between Time

1

and Time

3 for

Trauma Survivors and Comparison

Subjects Excludinu the Three Subjects on Psvchotropic Medications

Abused

Cortisol Increasers

Stable Cortisol

Cortisol Decreasers

10

3

3

(62.5%)

(18.75%)

(18.75%)

2

3

6

(18.2%)

(27.3%)

(54.5%)

Girls

Comparison
Girls

cwtuol (ug/dl)
320-

Figure

2.

oonuol

(ug/dl)

r

Cortisol Levels for

and the Comparison Group

Each Subject

(right figure) at

Trauma Survivor Group (left figure)
Time 1 (CI), Time 2 (C2), and Time 3 (C3).

in the

(Dotted lines indicate subjects on medications.)
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Chi-Square Model Comparing

Unchanged

Number of Subjects

Cortisol Levels in the

with Increased. Decreased, and

Trauma Survivors Group

The sample of chronically abused

girls

Controlling for Medications

included three

girls

on psychotropic

medications. In order to determine whether medications have an impact on the ratio of

increasing, decreasing and stable patterns of change of Cortisol between

Time

3 within the chronically

abused

girls,

was a

decreaser,

of increasers to decreasers (12 to

which did not

3).

and

1

a chi-square analysis was computed

excluding the data of the three subjects on medications.
increasers and one

Time

Two

of the three subjects were

substantially

change the original

ratio

Furthermore, for each of the three subjects in

questions, their Cortisol levels were within one standard deviation of the

mean

for the

remaining 16 subjects, suggesting that they are not outliers and should not be excluded

from the sample. In addition, the p value associated with the chi-square analysis
the ratio of increasing, decreasing, and stable subjects from

Time

1

to

Time

only 2 percentage points, a relatively minor change (see Table 7 and Table

testing

3 increased

8).

Table 8
Survivor and
Results of Chi-square Test Comparing Cortisol Pattern in the Trauma
Comparison Group Between Time 1 and Time 2 Excluding Three Subje cts on

Psvchotropic Medications

Pearson Chi-Square

N of Valid Cases

Value

df

Sig. 2-tailed

5.53

2

.07

27
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ANOVA Model Comparing Cortisol Levels at Time

U Time

2.

and Time 3

in the

Trauma Survivors and Comparison Groups
was found

It

that chronically

abused

.116 +/-.09, while the comparison girls had a

To determine whether
levels, a

1)

one-way

among

mean

baseline Cortisol level of .186 +/-.12.

mean baseline

ANOVA was conducted to compare the Cortisol baseline levels (Time

subjects in the chronically abused and comparison groups.

having lower baseline Cortisol levels (Time

significant differences (or trends)

Time

Cortisol level of

chronically abused girls had significantly lower

model indicated a non-significant trend towards

2 or

had a mean baseline

girls

3 (see Table 9

1,

F

The

girls in the chronically

(1,28)

=

3.30,

p

<.08).

ANOVA

abused group
There were no

between traumatized and comparison subjects

and Table

at

Time

10).

Table 9

Trauma Survivors and Comparison
Time L Time 2. and Time 3

Descriptive Statistics of Cortisol Levels for
Subjects at

Descriptives

95%

Std.

N
Cort1

Cort2

Cort3

Mean

Std. Error

Deviation

Confidence

Lower Bound

Interval for

Mean

Upper Bound

2.0547E-02

7.241 1E-02

.15875

1.00

19

.11558

8.9563E-02

2.00

11

.18600

.12180

3.6726E-02

.10417

.26783

Total

30

.14140

.10624

1

.9396E-02

.10173

.18107

1.00

19

.12321

.11326

2.5985E-02

6.861 9E-02

.17780

2.00

11

.16818

.12382

3.7335E-02

8.4995E-02

.25137

Total

30

.13970

.11720

2 1398E-02

9.5937E-02

.18346

1.00

19

.12479

8.0166E-02

1.8391E-02

8.6151E-02

.16343

2.00

11

.17782

.13804

4.1621E-02

8.5081 E-02

.27056

Total

30

14423

.10600

1

.9352E-02

10465

.18381
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Tabic 10

ANOVA

Time K Time 2. and Time 3 Cortisol Levels
Survivors and Comparison Subjects

for DilTcrcnces in

rrauma

in

ANOVA
Sum

Com

Between Groups
Within

Squares
3.455E-02

Cort3

Between Groups

Square
3.455E-02

df
1

293

28

327

29

1.409E-02

1

Groups

Total

Cort2

Mean

of

Within Groups

384

28

Total

398

29

959E-02

1

Between Groups
Within

1

Groups

Total

Repeated Measures

Although
for this data, a

it

.306

28

326

29

F

was determined

1.409E-02
1

1.027

.320

1.791

.192

372E-02

1.959E-02
1

094 E -02

that ehi-square analyses

would be most appropriate

RM ANOVA was performed as an exploratory analysis to determine if a

mean

Time

means were not

3).

1

for

There was no main effect

significantly different at either

=.98, F =.287, df = 2, p >.75). There

and Time, indicating

means of group

1

that there

compared

to

means over

Cortisol levels in chronically

comparison subjects over time (sec Table

Lambda

.080

ANOVA

Therefore, this analysis compared

2 and

3.304

1.046E-02

pattern of ehange in eortisol levels eould be detected in group

Time

Sig

was not a

group means

time.

abused and

for Cortisol at

Time

for group, indicating that the

Time

was

1,

Time

2, or

Time

also no interaction

1,

group

3 (Wilks'

between Group

significant difference in the pattern (slope) of

group 2 over time (Wilks' Lambda =.93, F=.95, df=2, p

>.40).
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ANCOVA

Analyses

To determine whether Time
Cortisol levels,

two analyses of covariancc were performed.

model, the mean Cortisol level

Time

1

Cortisol levels.

mean

Cortisol level

Time

Cortisol levels, controlling for

second

ANCOVA model, the mean Cortisol

1

level at

Time

significant group differences in

(1,27) =.82,

E = 37)

Time

1

Time

1

ANCOVA

(depressed and non-

girls,

controlling for

significant group differences in

levels, (F (1,27) =.65,

(depressed and non-depressed) was compared to the

again controlling for baseline

girls

of comparison

The model revealed no

Time 2

girls,

In the first

time 2 of chronically abused

at

depressed) was compared to the

baseline

2 and 3 Cortisol levels were dependent upon

Time

mean

Cortisol levels.

^=

43). In the

of chronically abused

3

Cortisol level

girls

of comparison

The model revealed no

3 Cortisol levels, controlling for

Time

1

levels, (F

(see Table 11 and Table 12).

Table

1

Analysis of Covariance Comparing Trauma Survivors and Comparison Subjects on
Time 2 Cortisol Levels Controlliniz for Time Cortisol Levels
1

Source

Type

III

Sum

of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

6.826E-03

.652

.427

GROUP

6.826E-03

1

Error

.283

27

Total

.950

30

Corrected

.326

29

Total

50

1.047E-02

Table 12
Analysis of Covariance Comparintz Trauma Survivors and Comparison Subjects on
Time 3 Cortisol Levels Controlling for Time 1 Cortisol Levels

Source

1

ype

111

J^um oi

r^cjuares

ai

i;

IVlCall .iCjlkllL

GROUP

3.340L-03

1

3.340E-03

F^rror

.110

27

4,084E-03

Total

.984

30

Correclcd

.398

29

I

.374

.818

Total

Relationship Between Patterns of Change in

Memorv

C ortisol and

Declarative

Scores

Spearman's rho correlations were calculated between type of subject
decrease and stable patterns) of Cortisol change between

on the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT):
Short-Delayed Free-Recall

Trial.

A

Time

1

and Time

Trials 1-5 Total; List

3

(increase,

and scores

A Trial

I;

and

relatively strong but non-significant correlation

and Short-Delay Free-Recall
found between increasing pattern of Cortisol change

(r

(19)=-.252,

lower

E <.297) with

memory

was

Trial,

having
subjects exhibiting the increasing pattern of Cortisol

scores (see Table 13).
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Table

1

Spearman Correlations Between Group

(Increasing. Stable. Decreasing

and Declarative Memory Scores

Spearman's rho

Cortisol Pattern

in

Trauma Survivors

Cortisol

CVLT

Pattern

Totrt 1-5

Correlation Coeffioent

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

N
CVLTTot^1-5

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-taled)

CVLTUstA

Correlation Coefficient
(2-taled)

N
CVLTDeiay

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (2-taled)

N
**

Correlation

is

CVLT

List

A

Delay

-.056

.108

-252

.819

.660

.297

19

19

-.056

1.000

19

S'ig.

CVLT

19

.819

N

")

19

.840*^

443

.000

057

19

19

19

1.000

.451

.108

.840^

.660

.000

19

19

19

19

-.252

443

.451

1.000

.297

.067

053

19

19

19

.053

19

significant at the 01 les^ (2-tailed).

Power Analysis

memory

In this study comparison girls had higher

subscales on the

were
the

CVLT, however

statistically significant. Therefore, a

number of subjects

80%

statistical analysis

that

would be needed

to achieve

for Delay,

CVLT the effect sizes were

and d =.46

would be necessary

if

power of .80

such differences

small to

medium

for List A). For the analysis involving

to achieve

power

on the

CVLT Tot.

of.80.

For the analysis involving the

of.80.

memory

did not indicate that the differences

power analysis was conducted

chance of finding significant differences

subscale of the

scores on each of the

to

determine

(that is to

exist).

have

For each

(d =.68 for Tot. 1-5;

CVLT List A,

d =.30

152 subjects

For the analysis involving group differences

1-5 subscale, 70 total subjects

would be necessary

CVLT Delay

required for achieving power of.80.
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to achieve

subscale, 352 subjects

power

would be

Relationshi p

Between Patterns of Change

in Cortisol

and Trauma Symptomatology

In order to determine whether different patterns of Cortisol change (increasing,

decreasing or stable pattern) corresponded to different levels of reported psychological

symptoms, Spearman's rho correlations were calculated between
(increasing, stable,

(TSCC)

Children

correlation

Cortisol pattern

and decreasing) and scores on the Trauma Symptom Checklist

for

for

trauma survivors (depressed and non-depressed). Significant

was found between

dissociation, (r (19)=-.472,

£

increase pattern (Time

<.05).

1

to

Time

Symptoms of depression,

3)

and symptoms of

posttraumatic stress and

anxiety were also found to be associated with the same increase pattern even though the

index were not

statistically significant. Significant correlation

increase pattern

(Time

1

to

Time

Symptoms of posttraumatic
pattern

(Time

1

to

Time

2) and

stress

symptoms of anger,

were also found

2) although the index

to

was

(r

also found between

(19) =-.504,

p

<.05).

be associated with the increase

was not

statistically significant (see

Table

14).

Discriminant Function Analysis

A discriminant function analysis was conducted to determine whether a set of
measures could be used
stable pattern of Cortisol

to predict

whether subjects

change between Time

1

fell in

the increasing

and Time

3.

,

decreasing or

The discriminant function

included the following variables as predictors: Posttraumatic Stress, Anger, Depression,

Anxiety and Dissociation symptoms reported on the TSCC; baseline

CVLT:

Trials 1-5 Total; List

function

was not

significant

A Trial

(A

=.29,

I.

The

overall Wilks'

16.04,
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p

<.31).

lambda

Cortisol at

Time

1

for the discriminant

Table 14

Spearman's Correlations Between Increasing, Stable. Decreasing Cortisol Pattern and

Trauma Symptom Scores

uorusol

oCC

1

in

Trauma Survivors

TSCC

Any
Cortisol Pattern

Correlation

1.000

TSCCAnx

Correlation
Sig. (2-tatled)

TSCCDep

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

TSCC Ang

Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

N
TSCCPts

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

TSCC dis

Correlation

N

TSCC

Diso

.077

.749

.144

055

OA?

19

19

19

19

19

1Q

1Q

-.278

1-000

Sig. (2-tailed)

N
Correlation

**•

is

Correlatjon

is significant at

small sample size

it

is

was made

,

.151

.028

.002

002

nni

19

19

19

19

1Q

1Q

1.000

.379

.418

.598*^

691**

.025

.109

.075

.007

001

19

19

19

19

19

-.079

.343

.379

1.000

.749

.151

.109

19

19

19

-.349

.504*

.418

.487*

.144

.028

.075

035

19

19

19

19

.672*^

.598**

.O

1Q

.487*

.293

311

137
.10/

.035

.223

.195

575

19

19

19

1.000

19

.293

.512*

223

.025

.444

.412

.025

.057

.080

19

19

19

.943**

.880*

.000

.000

1.000

002

.007

19

19

19

19

19

.662*^

.691*^

.311

.444

.943*^

.002

.001

.195

.057

.000

19

19

19

19

.392

.137

.204

.005

.097

.575

19

19

19

19

1

.512*

.055

.613*^

1

19

19
1.000

19
.704*
.001

19

19

.412

.880*

.704*^

.080

.000

.001

19

19

19

19
1.000

19

the .01 level (2-tailed).

to focus

on the

to a relatively

classification results to determine the usefulness of

The discriminant function was

decreasing or stable pattern

correctly classified

number of predictors compared

very difficuh to achieve a significant Wilks' Lambda. Therefore,

function correctly classified 100

classified

.025

19

are a relatively large

this statistical analysis.

increasing

504*

significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).

When there

a decision

.077

-.305

Sig. (2-tailed)

*

.511*

19

Correlation

Disf

-.415

.042

N

TSCC

.343

.511*

19

-.472*

Correlation

Disf

.248

-.446

Sig. (2-taiied)

TSCC

Diso

-.349

19

Conreiation

TSCC

OIS

-.079

19

Correlation

TSCC

Die
pTS

-.415

.248

N

TSCC

Ang

-.278

Stg. (2-tailed)

N

TSCC

75%

high level of accuracy. The discriminant

% of subjects into the increasing pattern group;

of subjects

66.7% of subjects

at a

able to classify subjects into the

in the decreasing pattern group;

in the stable pattern group.
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and correctly

The discriminant fimction

misclassified

25% of actual

actual dccreasers

dccreasers into the increasing group. In addition,

were misclassified

into the stable pattern (see

Table

33%

of

Table 15 and Table

16).

1

Correlation of Predictors to the Discriminant Function

Variable

Correlation of Predictor with Discriminant

PuiKiion
Cortisol at Time

.54

1

TSCC Dissociation Score
rSCC Depression Score
rSCC P S Score
rSCC Anxiety Score

-.37
-.30
-.24

I

CVi;r

C VI ;r

List

A

-.20

Score

Total 1-5

.11

Score

.05

Table 16
Classification Results oFthc Discriminant Function

Classification Resutt^
Predicted Group Memberstiip
Cortisol Pattern
Original

Count

a.

89.5%

0

0

12

00

0

2

1

3

3 00

1

0

3

4

00

100.0

.0

.0

100 0

2.00

.0

66.7

33.3

100 0

3 00

25 0

0

75.0

100 0

1

1

Cortisol Pattern 2

Total

12

of original

Cortisol Pattern

3 00

2 00

00

1.00
2

%

1

grouped cases

correctly classified.

- Increasing

=

Stable

Cortisol Pattern 3 = Decreasing
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Although the discriminant function analysis was conducted

for exploratory

purposes, the results suggest that a cluster of factors, including baseline Cortisol and

psychological symptoms can be used to predict future Cortisol reactivity. Because

Cortisol reactivity has

been linked

Weisz, McCracken, Ikeda,

to

poor emotional/behavioral functioning (Granger,

& Douglas,

1996), the ability to predict reactivity from only

a baseline assessment of Cortisol and psychological

method of identifying those most

in

symptoms may be an

efficient

need of interventions.

Summary

A chi-square analysis revealed a significant difference

in the pattern

of Cortisol

change between the chronically abused (depressed and non-depressed) and comparison
subjects. Specifically,

between Time

Cortisol baseline) chronically

release over the

abused

1

(first Cortisol

baseline) and

girls exhibited a pattern

Time

3 (second

of increasing Cortisol

two measurements whereas comparison subjects exhibited a

pattern of

decreasing Cortisol release. This finding supported Hypothesis #1, which predicted that
Cortisol reactivity during a stressing event

would

differ in depressed, non-depressed

chronically abused girls and controls.

change
Significant correlations were found between the pattern of Cortisol

between Time

1

and Time

3 for

trauma survivors (both depressed and non-depressed)

and symptomatology on the Trauma Symptom Checklist
dissociation, depression, posttraumatic stress

for Children.

and anxiety were found

Symptoms of

to

be associated

These findings supported Hypothesis #4,
with an increasing pattern of Cortisol release.

which predicted

that Cortisol reactivity

would be associated with higher expressed
56

symptomatology among depressed and non-depressed

girls

who were

chronically

abused.

A relatively strong but non significant correlation was found between pattern of
Cortisol

change and Short-Delay Free-Recall

Trial

on the California Verbal Learning

Test, with subjects exhibiting the increasing pattern of Cortisol having lower

memory

scores on the subscale. These findings did not support the Hypothesis #2, which

predicted that Cortisol changes

would be

inversely related to declarative

functioning (lower level of Cortisol reactivity

declarative

there

memory

girls

associated with a higher performance on

task and vice versa); and the Hypothesis #3, which predicted that

would be differences

depressed

is

memory

who were

in declarative

memory between

depressed versus non-

chronically abused, and between trauma survivors and

comparison subjects.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS

AND CONCLUSIONS

Findings and Discussion

The

findings and relative discussion that

come next

are organized according to

the order of the hypotheses.

Hypothesis #1
Cortisol reactivity during a stressing event differs in depressed, non-depressed

girl survivors

of chronic trauma and controls. As described above, the

collected at three different times over

two days. Time

1

Cortisol

was

Cortisol

was

collected to have a

the same
baseline level and a pre-task assessment of adrenocortical activity. During

meeting, after the administration of the Trauma

second Cortisol was collected

to assess the

Symptoms

Checklist for Children, the

HPA axis reactivity vis-a-vis a

one
psychologically challenging task. During a second meeting, within

one, the third Cortisol

was

week of the

first

collected to have a second baseline.

depression,
Girl survivors of chronic trauma exhibiting

survivors of chronic trauma without depression,

showed no

when compared to

girl

differences in their average

Cortisol assessment.
adrenocortical reactivity over the three times of

A similar pattern of

HPA reactivity was

found within each group, suggesting that different

psychopathologies,

i.e.

associated with
depression versus non-depression, are not

Specifically the
girl survivors of chronic trauma.
different adrenocortical reactivity in

seemed to alter their physiological
experiences of prolonged severe trauma
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adaptation/reaction to subsequent stress in the same way, regardless of whether they are

presently exhibiting internalizing problems (depression) or externalizing problems

(behavioral problems).

A chi-square analysis indicated that depressed and non-depressed girls, as a
group, exhibited a different pattern of Cortisol reactivity

normative group. In summary, from the

initial

when compared

to the

baseline (Time 1) to either of the

subsequent measurements, comparison subjects exhibited a pattern of decreasing
Cortisol release {decreasing pattern), while depressed

and non-depressed

girl

survivors

of chronic trauma most often exhibited a pattem of increased Cortisol release
{increasing pattern) between the

Lower

initial

Cortisol at Baseline in Victims of Trauma

with a higher level of Cortisol (Time

girl

mean =.186; SD

1

survivors of chronic trauma (Time

levels at baseline

(Time

depressed and control

to results

baseline and both subsequent measurements.

found

between

1)

girls did

mean

1

girl

.

The comparison

girls started

=.12) at baseline compared to

=.116; SD:.09).

The

difference in Cortisol

survivors of chronic trauma, depressed and non

not reach

statistical significance,

in previous studies. Sexually abused girls

however

it

was

similar

(N=20) were found with a

collection compared to matched
lower baseline Cortisol assessed via plasma and urine

controls

(De Bellis

Cortisol coincided

et al., 1993). It

was speculated

with the emotional and physical

sexual assault(s) followed in time with a

down

that

after

being exposed

was found

to the

in a

initial

increased secretion of

stress associated

with the traumatic

regulation of Cortisol release through

(De Bellis,
adaptive glucocorticoid negative feedback
baseline salivary Cortisol

an

et al.) Significantly

lower

years
group of PTSD adolescents (N=37) five

trauma of the 1988 earthquake
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in

Armenia (Goenjian,

Yehuda, Pynoos, Steinberg, Tashjian, Yang, Najarian
Cortisol release

was

survivors without

also found in Holocaust survivors with

PTSD.

Interestingly, the

with PTSD, in comparison

lower level of Cortisol

mean of the

to the survivors without

PTSD

Cortisol

PTSD

Low urinary

1996).

and

in

Holocaust

was lower

in subjects

suggesting a link between

and severity of psychiatric symptoms (Yehuda,

at baseline,

Kahana, Binder-Brynes, Southwick, Mason,

A

& Fairbanks,

Giller, 1995,

Yehuda

& al.,1993).

lower baseline corticosterone level was also demonstrated

in studies

with

chronically stressed animals. For example, a lower corticosterone response has been

observed in

rats stressed in the

postweanling period (Yehuda

Enhanced

et al., 1993).

glucocorticoid negative-feedback sensitivity has been also noticed in rats that were

exposed

to brief periods

of severe

stress, consisting in

being handled by a

human being,

followed by increased maternal licking and grooming. The handling took place during

their first 10

days of life and

development

in rats (Liu et

this

al.,

timing

is

considered a "critical" period for the

1997). At age 24-26

enhanced glucorticoids feedback

months the

sensitivity (increased

rats still

HPA

showed

number of glucocorticoids

receptors in the hippocampus). This study emphasized that early contact with

environmental stress paired with increased maternal care,

to

subsequent stress by altering the sensitivity of the hippocampal

way which can
In

all

persist throughout life (Liu et

al.,

the

HPA reaction

GR in an adaptive

1997).

negative feedthe above mentioned studies, strengthened glucocorticoid

back was considered

to

may modify

chronic stress.

As

to

habituation
be the physiological marker of long-term adaptive

already described in details in the literature review,

speculated that a larger

number of hippocampal glucocorticoid
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receptors,

it

was

which

hypothetically allows for a stronger feed-back mechanism,

experiences of severe chronic stress

(e.g.,

Yehuda

is

developed following

et al., 1993.)

Increasing and Decreasing Patterns of Cortisol Release

girl

.

survivors of chronic trauma (depressed and non-depressed)

As mentioned above,
showed an

inverse trend

of Cortisol release in relation to the normative group. While the control subjects

approached the task with anticipatory and preparatory anxiety (reflected by higher
Cortisol at baseline),

which declined over time (decreasing pattern),

of the increasing familiarity with the examiner and the
chronic trauma approached the task with an

at baseline),

initial

likely as a function

situation, the girl survivors

nonstressful appraisal (lower Cortisol

followed by a reconsideration of the event and by an increase of their

axis reactivity with

the examiner

more

release of Cortisol {increasing pattern).

and the situation seemed

chronic trauma

remained lower

when compared
at

to

Even though

each of the three measurement times,

exhibited an increasing pattern of reactivity which
interactions with the examiner. Although

More

have an opposite effect on

to controls.

it

may

girl

girl

survivors of chronic trauma

indicate a different appraisal of

that the

most dramatic
after the

Checklist for Children), Cortisol levels

actually increased to a greater degree at the second baseline

was

survivors of

their average Cortisol level

was predicted

Symptom

HPA

familiarity with

changes in Cortisol release for traumatized subjects would occur shortly
administration of the stressor (Trauma

of

when no

apparent stressor

present.

Explanations for these different trends

physiological processes that

and adaptive responses

work

lie in

complex cognitive and

together simultaneously in order to produce coping

to perceived stress in the
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environment (Izard, 1993). As Izard

pointed out, cognitive dimensions are involved, such as personal evaluation;

comparison with previous experiences; categorization, inference, judgment/decision;
attribution; belief;

memory and

anticipation.

perspective, this cognitive process

and influences the neuronal

in

emotion activation

The

results

is

the

From an evolutionary-developmental

most complex of the emotion activating system

circuits or subcortical

(Izard, 1993,

Le Doux,

and corticolimbic pathways involved

1996).

of the present study seemed

to indicate that girl survivors

trauma, depressed and non-depressed, relative to comparison

regulation of these

girls,

of chronic

presented a different

complex cognitive and physiological processes. Thus, we can

speculate that in terms of differences in cognitive processes, the

girl

survivors of

chronic trauma were aware that the study focused on possible effects of trauma on

short-term verbal

memory

and, after the administration of the

CVLT,

they were

probably more concerned than the control group about their results on the
This could partly explain their increase of Cortisol from Time

this is

1

to

Time

3.

memory

test.

However,

only one possible explanation, and the different patterns of Cortisol release

exhibited by each of the study groups gives rise to speculation regarding alternative

Does

explanations:

evaluated as

situation that

stressftil is

is

Cortisol ? Is this

answers

axis,

this

lie in

mean

that in girl survivors

associated with lower circulating Cortisol and vice-versa, a

not evaluated as

due

the

of chronic trauma, a situation

stressftil is

associated with a higher level of circulating

to differences in activation of negative feedback

complex processes

which are now beginning

to

that activates,

be studied in
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mechanism

modulates and inhibits the

this field.

?

The

HPA

Hypothesis #2
Cortisol changes vis-a-vis a stressful event are inversely related to declarative

memory functioning.
declarative

memory

Cortisol changes vis-a-vis a stressfUl event are inversely related to

functioning,

a higher performance

i.e.,

on declarative memory

support this hypothesis. Indeed, the

depressed, that

scores

in

showed

girl

task.

The

results

is

associated with

of this study seemed

to

survivors of chronic trauma, depressed and non-

the increasing pattern in Cortisol release over time, had lower

on the declarative memory

comparison

lower level of Cortisol reactivity

test, particularly

showed

to the girls that

on the short delay

free recall subtest,

the decreasing pattern in Cortisol reactivity

(normal-control group). Thus, these data seemed to confirm the existence of a link

between alteration of the

HPA axis and declarative memory functioning in girl

of chronic trauma. These findings are consistent with previous studies

deficits in short-term verbal

survivors of

(Sutker et

World War

al.,

II

memory

survivors

who showed

in victims of trauma including concentration

(Helweg-Larsen

1991) as well in patients with

et al., 1952), in prisoners

PTSD

related to

of war

in

camp

Korea

Vietnam combat (Yehuda

et al., 1990).

Hypothesis #3

Depressed versus non-depressed girl survivors of chronic trauma
declarative

memory functioning among themselves and in comparison

When comparing
girl

declarative

memory

functioning

differ in

to controls.

among depressed and non-depressed

differences
survivors of chronic trauma and normal controls, statistically significant

were not found. These

results

seemed

to

be in contrast with the literature on adult
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subjects

who

are experiencing depression (regardless of whether they were victims of

previous trauma). Several factors were taken

in consideration in the

attempt to explain

these findings. First of all, the methodological differences of this study in comparison to

previous research were examined.

The instrument, California Verbal Learning
selected to assess the declarative

memory

Test. Children Version , that

fiinctioning

was

appropriate.

was

The same

instrument- Adult Version-was utilized in a study by Yehuda, Keefe, Harvey,

Levengood, Gerber, Geni, and Siever (1995) and was found

memory

declarative

in a

to be sensitive to deficits in

group of combat veterans with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

(PTSD).

It is

true that the majority of studies on declarative

trauma have included subjects

in active treatment for

memory

deficit in victims

PTSD, decades

of

after their

exposure to trauma, and subjects with major affective disorders. Although some of the

girls in

our sample have a past history of psychiatric hospitalizations, the majority of

them were not experiencing
disorders,

the

same severe psychopathology

(the less severe affective

Dysthymic Disorder and Mood Disorder NOS were

diagnoses in the present study). However,

all

in

that

HPA axis

combat veterans without

was not assessed

marked

their

absence of present active symptoms of PTSD or

Major Depression. Severe and chronic trauma has been shown
alterations in the

two most frequent

the participants fi-om the residential

program did present a history of severe and chronic trauma
developmental history, even though

the

to

be associated with

regulation and related hippocampal structural changes in

PTSD (Yehuda et al.

1993),

even though declarative memory

in the literature
in that study. Furthermore, as described previously
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review,

to

it is

known from

studies

exogenous corticosteroids,

declarative

PTSD

memory

deficit

memory

that alterations in Cortisol

(Brown

or Major Depression

declarative

on Gushing' s syndrome

deficits

may

et al, 1999).

patients

and subjects exposed

modulation

is

associated with

Thus, the absence of the diagnosis of

not adequately explain the lack of specific findings on

when comparing

survivors of chronic trauma, and comparison

depressed and non-depressed

girls.

girl

Therefore, additional factors need to

be considered, including neuroplasticity of language functions in young age and gender
differences.

Neuroplasticitv of Language Functioning

investigate whether traumatic experiences at

There are no published studies that

.

young age can have a

development of neuroanatomical structures and

relative functions.

from pediatric brain diseases on developmental neuroplasticity

seem

to provide

memory

in our

some explanations about

on

However, findings
language functioning,

the lack of specific deficits in declarative

sample of girl survivors of chronic trauma.

Research

in the field

known about outcomes
for children

in

different impact

of traumatic brain injury indicates that while much

is

following adult head injury, prognostic indices remain unclear

(Anderson, Morse, Klug, Catroppa, Haritou, Rosenfeld

Specifically, brain lesions in the left hemisphere,

& Pentland,

1997).

which mediates language, such as

hydrocephalus, can have quite different
thinning of the cortical layer secondary to
age-appropriate language
consequences for children, because children of^en acquire

abilities

without symptoms of aphasia

common

1987). In addition, patients undergoing

lef^

in adult patients

(Hey wood

& Canavan,

hemidecortication due to infantile

hemiplegia show far less persisting language

disabilities than adults (Bishop, 1981).
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Children that undergo hemispherectomy due to pharmacologically intractable epilepsy

and children who suffer from extensive cerebro-vascular accidents
hemisphere are able
(Villablanca

to

develop language

to

some extent

differently

in the left

from adult patients

& Hovda, 2000.)

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the greater plasticity of

language in the child's brain. Basser (1962) suggested that language

is

more

diffusely

mediation
represented in the immature brain, with both hemispheres participating in the
challenged
of linguistic processes before lateralization takes place. This view has been

by studies

that

have shown that functional

synaptic sites for

which

is

assumes

known

plasticity

may depend on

new compensatory pathways (Goldman.

the availability of

1972). This hypothesis,

(Bishop, 1981),
as the "competition for synaptic sites principle"

that the recovery

of a function impaired

after a brain

damage depends on

the

the areas are
maturational status of functionally related undamaged areas. If

studies on laboratory
"uncommitted" then they are capable of modifications. Recent

and sparing of neurological
animals are showing a different pattern of recovery
of age (Villablanca
functions in postnatal cats of up to 60 days

of the
comprehensive long-term morphological remodeling

remote from the resection

seen

in adult cats.

seems possible

to

site,

happens

et al.

entire brain, including areas

after extensive unilateral

damage which

explanation
These hypotheses could provide some

hypothesize that

memory

1997, adult patients with

is

not

for our findings.

It

functions normally mediated by the

regions
hippocampus were taken over by other brain

Bremner

& Hovda, 2000). A

at

a young age. In a study by

PTSD, following abuse during
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their childhood.

were found with a smaller
larger

volume of the

left

left

hippocampus

in

comparison

temporal lobe.

Gender Differences

.

In the present study only female subjects were included.

However, the vast majority of studies on declarative memory
trauma have examined males, usually war veterans.
that there are

(e.g.

De

al.,

now well known and

women as shown by

ftmctional

.

have significant decrements in

women brains

left side

their

MRI

scans (Shaywitz, Shaywitz, and Pugh,

of the brain,

language

skills.

women

are less likely than

left inferior frontal

gyrus, whereas in

frontal gyrus. This
activates not only the left but also the right inferior

why women tend more

often than

men

to

men

This can be due to the fact that

tend to have bilateral representation for phonological processing. In

phonological processing engages the

explain

accepted

1997), including language. Language ftmctions are more bilaterally

1995) After strokes involving the

to

It is

of

deficit in victims

gender differences in the brain organization for several cognitive ftmctions

Vries et

organized in

with a

to controls but also

compensate

women

would

men
it

also

for dyslexia (Shaywitz,

language ftinctioning,
1996) Considering these gender differences in

it

is

possible that

.

declarative

memory

for language

is

relatively protected in girl survivors

of chronic

of differences between the depressed
trauma, which would help to explain the absence

and non-depressed subjects in the present study.

Hypothesis #4
task
Cortisol reactivity during a stressful

is

associated with higher expressed

non-depressed girl
symptomatology among depressed and

The

survivors of chronic trauma.

during a challenging situation
pattern of change in Cortisol level
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may be

conceived

of as reflecting an individual's adaptation to
Nottelman,

& Chrousos,

1997).

stress

(Susman,

Dom,

Inoff-Germain,

We expected that our sample of girl survivors of

chronic trauma with tendencies toward affective and/or behavioral problems would

show a decreased

capability to modulate the effects of stressors through increasing

Cortisol secretion during a challenging situation. This hypothesis

The

girl

survivors of chronic trauma

release over time reported

who showed the

more symptoms on

Children relative to chronically abused

girls

the

was

partly confirmed.

increasing pattern in Cortisol

Trauma Symptoms Checklist

who demonstrated

Cortisol patterns over time. Specifically, they reported

more

for

decreasing or stable

dissociative

symptoms,

posttraumatic stress, anger, depression and anxiety.

The

reactivity

of their HPA-axis-did not correspond

to the level

of stress they

experienced in the study. This inconsistent Cortisol reactivity probably contributes to

their behavioral

and emotional

"lability,"

which

is

characterized by explosive and

oppositional behavior, difficulties modulating anger, anxiety, aggressiveness

other

traits.

among

This finding confirms results of previous research on the interplay between

physiological system and behavior, specifically on the impact of HP A axis functioning,

i.e.,

hormone

secretion,

a longitudinal study by

on

and emotional adjustment of adolescents. In

affect regulation

Susman

et al. (1997), patterns

of Cortisol reactivity, distress and

of
behavioral/psychological problems were examined in a non-clinical sample
procedure at different
adolescents experiencing a challenging situation (phlebotomy

times).

The adolescents

in the increased Cortisol reactivity

problems and symptoms of depression a year
not change or decreased Cortisol level

when

later in

group reported more behavior

comparison

to adolescents

facing the stressful task.
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The

who

findings

did

suggested an association

among

HPA

activation,

problem behaviors, symptoms of

depression and other psychiatric disorders and supported the notion that a tendency

toward Cortisol reactivity in novel-challenging situations may constitute an index of
vulnerability to stress. In other words, "Psychological reactive individuals

able to regulate emotional reactions to environmental stressors"

may

be less

(p. 101). Interestingly,

the phlebotomy procedure, a pre-designed stressor, did not explain changes in Cortisol

level

and as

in

our study, differences

adolescents were already present upon

among

arrival at the clinic.

Patterns of adrenocortical activation and problem behaviors were also examined

among

clinic-referred children in a longitudinal study (Granger et

al.,

1996).

Adrenocortical responses were assessed before and after a parent-child conflict

subsequent
discussion and Cortisol reactivity during that task predicted the children's
anxiety and conduct problems 6 months

later. It

was found

that,

over time, the

with more or
cognitive-behavioral response style adopted by the children was associated

less frequent or

exaggerated adrenocortical responses to the social environment. Thus,

cognitive rather than physiological dimensions

may be

considered as primary etiological

factors to changes in Cortisol reactivity.

T, imitations

of the Study

limitations. First of all, the small
Methodologically, this study presents several

number of subjects

limits the

respect to declarative

declarative

power of this study

memory

functioning.

memory between groups were

with
to detect difference particularly

However, the difference

so small that even
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that

were found

if significant

in

would have

to

be considered clinically meaningless (see Power Analysis

in

Chapter IV). Secondly, the

all-female sample limits the generalizability and does not allow a comparison between

different gender. Indeed, data

activity, as described

on language based memory

as well as

on adrenocortical

above, are expected to be particularly sensitive to gender

differences. Furthermore, the lack of inclusion of subjects with a current diagnosis of

PTSD

also complicates the comparison of our findings with previous research on

declarative

memory

deficit in victims

of trauma. The participants

in the study

were a

group of girls with specific chronic traumatic experiences, such as sexual and physical
abuse. However, the exact type and severity of trauma

between subjects and could not be
Secondly,

to result in

it is

is

believed to vary greatly

reliably measured.

not possible to identify the exact factors in this study that seemed

HPA axis activafion.

In fact, significant changes in Cortisol level did not

(TSCC). Difhappen, as expected, after the administration of the trauma inventory
ferences in Cortisol were already present at the arrival

were greatest during the second baseline,

i.e.

at the first

assessment session and

before and after the administration of the

trauma inventory.

Future Directions

The

results

research on the interplay
of this study highlight the need for more

/behavioral changes
between physiological, cognitive and emotional

in

young survivors

and compare
studies are needed in order to examine
longitudinal
all,
of
First
trauma.
of
of trauma
the immediate and long-term impact

on

HPA axis, on declarative memory

of
of children and adolescents. Assessment
functioning and on adaptive behavior
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immediately after the trauma, for example in emergency rooms of hospitals, and

Cortisol

systematically over time at different stages along the recovery period, will provide

useful information to

make

decisions about the need for pharmacological and

therapeutical interventions. These studies should clarify the

complex mechanisms

at the

base of the activation and downregulation of Cortisol release which so far remain purely
hypothetical.

Specifically, the ideal study should involve children, both female and

male

survivors of different traumas. For example, survivors of motor vehicle accidents,

natural disaster, sexual

ones,

among

stress,

and physical abuse, severe neglect, and witness of death of loved

others, should

be included. Cortisol baseline and

Cortisol reactivity to

should be assessed immediately after the trauma. The subjects should then be

divided in two groups on the base of the presence or absence of symptoms of PTSD.

A

battery of neuropsychological tests, including measures of verbal and visual assessment

of declarative memory, as well as measures of attention, should be administered shortly
after the trauma.

months,

1

The

subjects should be followed longitudinally, and assessed after 6

year, 2 years,

and 10

years. Information about patterns of behavior

adjustment, emotional regulation and

PTSD symptoms

should be systematically

gathered. Neuroendocrine levels (Cortisol baseline and Cortisol reactivity to stress) and

neuropsychological findings should also be re-assessed over time.

This study would shed some

clarify

whether a

light

common biological

physical trauma; will allow to

make

on the following

issues: first

of all, would

reaction exists to a wide variety of emotional and

a comparison between short term and long term

neuroendocrine (hormonal) adaptation to

stress in
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young female versus male survivors

of trauma; will further

test the

hypothesis of declarative

memory

deficits in

young

survivors of trauma; will allow the comparison of females' versus males' relative

strength in language based

memory

functioning; will clarify issues of reversibility

(hippocampal neuronal atrophy) versus

declarative

memory

deficits.

irreversibility

Most importantly,

the study will elucidate whether the

development of PTSD versus other psychopatologies

is

(hippocampal neuronal death) of

(for

the major etiological factor contributing to declarative

been underlined (Bremner

et al., 1995),

PTSD

is

example, Conduct Disorder)

memory

associated with

deficits.

memory

As

it

has

disturbances,

trauma-related
including gaps in recall, overrepresentations and intrusions of specific

memories (flash-backs) and

dissociation.

These functions are thought

to

be partly

parahippocampal cortices
mediated by the hippocampus and adjacent perirhinal and
(Squire et

al.,

1991). Thus, there

memory

deficits could

damage

to the

is

some evidence

be specifically related

hippocampal

to

to hypothesize that declarative

PTSD

symptomatology and

related

area.

cognitive functioning and
Findings on effects of trauma on neuroendocrine,
specific developmental stagesemotional/behavioral adjustment according to very

also be extremely useful in order to
infancy, latency period and adolescence-will

fonnulate early interventions

take in consideration

if

also specifically
necessary. Thus, the ideal study should

and compare symptoms according

to different

age

at

onset of

trauma.
In this study,

we

attempted to assess

HPA activation in response to an

with basal activity levels of Cortisol.
enviromnental stressor in combination

We

participants' behavior in the
situation and observed the
stressing
a
created
artificially
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attempt to capttire their physiological response to the situation. Future studies could
consider to assess Cortisol changes in real

life situations.

Thus, survivors of trauma

could be asked to identify the most stressful situations in their daily

life

(subjective

at that specific time.

perception of stress) and neuroendocrine levels should be assessed

stress
Probably, a more reliable measure of physiological and behavioral adaptation to

therapeutical interventions.
will be obtained, that could better inform about the need of

Future clinical treatment of abused children should focus on

alterations as a possible

alterations

on

affect

outcome of the traumatic experiences and the

effects of these

modulation and behavioral adjustment. Interventions should focus

on physiological reaction during challenging

situations

experiences could be trained to modulate their arousal

by

HPA axis

and survivors of traumatic

when

facing a threatening event

techniques such as progressive
utilizing different cognitive behavioral

desensitization or also biofeedback (Kendall, 1991).

Snmmarv and Conclusions
subjects, yielded significant
This study, although the small number of

hypothesis-guided

results.

during a
Differences in patterns of Cortisol reactivity

between
challenging situation were identified

girl

survivors of chronic trauma,
survivors of chronic

and controls. The
(depressed and non-depressed combined)

girl

Cortisol release from the
trauma tended to exhibit increased

initial

pattern), while
subsequem measurement times ^increasing

decreased in

Cortisol levels generally

The
comparison subjects {decreasing pattern).

Cortisol release
trauma tended to exhibit lower
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at the initial

baseline to the

girl

survivors of chronic

baseline consistently with

previous research on victims of trauma including sexually abused

1993), adolescent survivors of earthquake in

Holocaust survivors with and without P

Lower

Cortisol at baseline

is

Armenia (Goenjian

TSD (Yehuda

et al.,

girls

et al.,

1993;

(De

Bellis et

al.,

1996) and

Yehuda

et al., 1995).

thought to be associated with an adaptive downregulation

of Cortisol through enhanced glucocorticoids feedback mechanism developed following
exposure

to traumatic experiences.

The

girl

survivors of chronic trauma,

had lower scores on declarative memory

Cortisol,

survivors of chronic trauma that

release.

who

These findings seemed

impact on declarative

memory

adult survivors of trauma

showed

to

exhibited the increasing patlern of

when compared

test

to the girl

a decreasing or stable pattern of Cortisol

confirm that

HPA axis

functioning

may have

an

functioning, and are consistent with previous research on

who were found

with an impairment in declarative memory.

However, when comparing declarative memory functioning among depressed and nondepressed

girls, statistically significant

differences were not found, linhanced

neuroplasticity of language functioning due to their

young

age, gender characteristics,

and absence of P TSD or/and major depressive symptoms, could explain
specific findings

The
Cortisol,

girl

on declarative memory impairment.

survivors of chronic trauma,

who

exhibited the increasing pattern of

were also found with higher symptoms of dissociation, depression,

posttraumatic stress, anger and anxiety

trauma,

the lack of

who showed

when compared

a stable or decreasing pattern.

I

to girl

survivors of chronic

hese findings are consistent with

neurohormonal alterations and
previous research that has shown the link between
emotional/behavioral problems

in

adolescents.
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In conclusion, chronic abuse in adolescent girls

sustained changes in the dynamics of the

vulnerability to stress.

was found

to

be associated with

HPA axis which represents an index of

These changes are of special concerns considering the

potential

adverse impact on normal development. The adrenocortical reactivity, indeed, involves
processes that are crucial to neurobiological development, including emotional

regulation and behavioral adaptation.
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The procedures and
First

my

the expected duration of my participation are as follows:

meeting (between 4:30 and

tongue for about 2 minutes

not contain any substance

my

questions related to

it

until

it

8 p.m.).

just collects saliva. Then,
I

This meeting will

last

will

answer a

I

will

list

of written

swab under

my

undergo a verbal memory

approximately 30 minutes.

Second meeting (between 4:30 and

my tongue

I

saliva.

will put another cotton

tongue for about 2 minutes. At the end of the meeting
test.

swab under
The cotton swab does

will put a small cotton

becomes wet with

experiences, and

life

I

8 p.m.).

will put another cotton

I

swab under

for about 2 minutes.

Risks
The risks and discomforts which may be

associated with the participation in this

research project are:

There are no risks associated with the above described procedure but
uncomfortable

I

may withdraw

at

if

I

feel

any time from the study.

Benefits
While no assurance or guarantee can be or has been made or given

as to the benefits of

this research project, there is a reasonable expectation that the following benefits in

taking part in this project or activity are:
-the results

of the

tests will

be relayed to me. Thus,

performance on short-term verbal memory which
process at school. Also,

3.

1

I

will

further consent to the use,

is

Any

have information about

a crucial factor in

is

by the above

I

my

cope with

my

learning
stress.

investigator, of any clinical information,

my

record, provided such information and

connection with this investigation, or the advancement of science
information obtained during this study and identified with me will

used solely

in general.

will

have information about the way

laboratory tests or other data contained in

data

I

in

remain confidential and will be disclosed only with

my

permission.

The information from this study will be used only for academic purposes.
However, my name will always be protected and I will be identified through a file
number.
In the event

I

disclose a plan to

harm

the investigator, the investigator will inform
authorities, and/ or

my

others or myself, or about ongoing abuse to

my

parents/legal guardians, the responsible

therapist.

D^t^

Signature of Subject

Date

Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian
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Form A2

INVESTIGATORS S STATEMENT

I

have offered the above subject an opportunity for further explanation of the

may be, associated with this
may have relating to it.

discomforts which are, or
further questions he/she

If the subject is a patient,

which

are appropriate

I

and

research study and to answer any

have advised him/her of other forms of care and therapy

and may be advantageous

Investigator's Signature

risks

to him/her.

I

can be reached

at:

Date

NOTE: A COPY OF THIS FORM IS TO BE GIVEN TO THE SUBJECT OR
HIS/HER LEGALLY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE.
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